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Farming With Lui Rain.
just beginning to learn that if
the toil is cultivated carefully and intensely it can be made to hold water
We

are

within itaelf and carry a storage reservoir underneath the growing crop.
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what
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of
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said Second Division, and
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tbe cattle of all age*
were purchased at 4 cents a pound, and
sold at 5 cents a pound, the profit on
$1000 invested in feeding cattle was:
Calves, $557 50; yearlings, $284 ; 2-year-

||
jj

Fourth,

pasture

the farm to another till all, or
as
as much of the farm
possible, has
been covered by the pasture. In this
of
way the animals apply a guod deal
the manure themselves.

pSft of

olds, $108.75; 3-year-olds, $177.50.
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Antidote for Dormancy.
Nine-tenths of all tbe cattle fed in the
The best antidotes for a grange that
middle west are 2-year-olds at the beginare a live
ning of the feeding period. When these exhibits signs of dormancy
cattle are in thin couditlon at tbe begin- lecturer and some young people. The
as many
who
interests
ning of the experiment, they are often wise lecturer is he
e^cli
fed with profit; but, starting witb calves diffeieut people as possible in
rocent
In a
programme.
in tbe same condition, it is unquestion- evening's
the writer atably true tbat the calves return more grange meeting whichdevoted
about 15
lecturer
profit for each $1000 iuvested than the tended, the
minutes to a little entertainment that
older cattle."
Kave every person present a part. She
Kindness to Stock Brings a Mone- announced also that at the following
meeting each person would be expected
tary Reward.
to relate some actual experience in life,
A Farmer reader who is a fancier of describe some scene or place or event of
fine Jersey stock, writes the following which
they had personal knowledge.
interesting account of the influence of Such granges do not bccome dormant.
couliuued uniform kind usage as prac- There should be practical farm papers
ticed in handling bis stock:
and talks and all that, of course; but
"The other day I went into a box tliore should be one number of the prostall in which was a Cattle Club Jersey gramme that will include several if not
heifer, 2 1-2 years old with her first calf, all of those present.—Country Gentlethen four days old. With me were two man.
t<·
men, one of tbem a complete stranger
lier, and also my two cocker spaniels.
When Τ. Π. Ilayes, one of the largest
inv.i
this
Far from being excited by
farmers in North Yarmouth, went out to
much
pleased his sheep pasture recently he was greetsioo, the heifer was very
by the attention paid her, and showed ed by a most pitiable and wicked sight.
at
our
presence Scattered about in every direction were
no uneasiness whatever
This is of
or that of the tvro doge.
the dead and mangled bodies of the
her to
trained
have
we
course because
large flock he owns, with here and there
that
including
one,
belief
the
every
one just alive, and bleating piteously
for her,
kindliest
tbe
have
feeling
dogs,
from the awful wounds and lacerations
and I believe that such training will it has received. Mr. Ilayes owned the
m>ro and better
to
her
produce
help
largest flock of sheep in this locality
milk than if she were brought up with
having 33 sheep and 2G iambs and they
kicks and cuffs. As a support to this were all destroyed. Doge entered bis
theory I may say that ten days after pasture in the night and killed almost
ca'vingshe was giving thirty pounds of all of them and injured the few remainmilk a day, with a ration of only four
so that they would have to be put
never ing
The animals must have
pounds of bran a day. Sho had
out of misery.
calved."
had
she
after
until
eaten grain
been large and powerful for the heads of
some were crushed by the creature's
Regular Hours for Feed.
jaws and some were dragged quite a disFarm and Ποιηβ.
Many farmers do not realize the im- tance away.—Turf,
their stock at regof
feeding
portance
Dr. L. 0. Howard, Uoited States enular hours, but it Is of great importance.
Take a lot of tpogs which have to wait tomologist, sailed recently for southern
after their regular time for feed and sec Russia, where the gypsy brown-tail
how restless and uoiny they become. moths flourish and where are found a
And what is true of tbem ie true in a uumber of parasites that work on the
great measure of other animals. The inoths and keep them in check. The
was started
man who is regular in his habits, eating importation of parasites
at a regular hour, will, other things bo- last· year, and experiments in eastern
ing equal, thrive best and be healthiest Massachusetts bave been fairly successand strongest; and what Is true of mau ful, though it is conclusively shown tha'
in this regard is correspondingly true of the parasites must not be alone dependthe lower animals. A farmer can readi- ed upon to free New England from the
ravages of moths. Inspectors working
ly get into the habit of feeding his stock
it under the direction of the department of
regularly and they will learn to expectunrest
and
patiently
at a regular time
agriculture found recently that the
til the next fee-ding period comes about. gypsy moth has invaded Bristol county
Experiments in this direction would iu Rhode Island in considerable num
Work of extermination will be
soon satisfy tbe most doubting person of bers.
tbe truth of the value of regularity in rapidly prosecuted.
feeding.—Turf, Farm and Home.

lie at Ljtii places."
"'liien i( r mains to In· seen how lie
iiiaiL* his way so quickly." she said

quietly.
"We simply

mint

liud out." he insist-

;i getting mur•d. "I v/a < <
.•ied tiii.s fall. In:t v.ith the reduction
.η tlie prolits I am afraid that v.v simil
not make e..oi: ,h to reach the b.Kius."
"1 don't mind waiting, dear." she said
quietly. "i;ut for the sake of all of
us I want to see the mystery solved,
and It must be solved."
Several days later Caiman, coming
into the office, found a little child In>

stalled there.
"Who's the

he

youngster?"

carelessly.

asked

'•Heecham's little girl," she explained.
I
"She was lost on the mountain.
found her with a sprained ankle, crying her poor little heart out. We must
send her In me."
His voice was
"ileeebam's child!"
harsh.
"Probably spying for her father."

Uuth laid a gentle hand
his arm. "i'cceham Is wrapped up
111 the little girl. She is all he cares

"No, dear."

ou

for."

Her

won, and late that aftUntil drove up to the Silver
House with tiie child beside

pleading

ernoon

too late. It will be ut least ten
hours.
By tliat time It will probably
lie necessary to amputate tire leg."
Klltb's «les;· drlng cry brought Bccctltin. to lier him·.
"You love him, don't youV" lie demanded.
"We are to be married wheu be gefs
bis raise," she v»»l:i:
her t> bis litBeeciiain loaki.l
tle girl.
Kvea i.i iLut moment Ruth
regarded lii.n e.r.'iously. i'jr many
things were tj be iv:;d i.i bis dunging
expression, 'llien be siretchcd forth
come

seed bed makes it capable of retaining
the greatest possible percentage of the
-By LVLV JOHMSOJ*.
moisture that falls, just as a fine sponge
of a certain size will hold many times as
Copy right. IDUT, by Homer S|>rnicue.
much water as a coarse sponge of the
how Shall a Dairy Farmer Improve? same size or as a tumbler full of buckshot wlfl. It is a well-known faot that
Two things on the dairy farms of this
"Art· you positive that this assault
water moves in tho soil as it does in a
need
improvement.
country seriously
\.uj eoiiiinltteil ou the evening of
attraction.
wiclc,
capillary
by
lamp
the
the
man
the
on
second,
farm;
First,
The more deeply and the more dense- Thursday of lust week?" asked the
A large proportion
cows of the farm.
the soil bed is saturated with moist- Judge.
of the farmers do not believe that they ly
the more easily the water moves up"Ahout 1U:30 on that evening," asneed any improvement. They do not ure
in the soil, just ae the oil "climbs sented Caiman.
believe that they have wrong ideas of ward
up" a wet wick faster than it does a dry
cow and farm
"It takes six hours to go from hère
management. They are onn.
satisfied with themselves and their ways
y» the mine," pursued the magistrate.
a
serves
surface
This finely pulverized
of doing things. Of course, as long as
"I can do it in live ou 'fenny
two-fold
prevents the moistthey are in that state of mind no im- ure from purpose—it
"Not better thun that, though. Well,
below, in large measure, from
their
or
to
can
come
them,
provement
evaporating and at the same time keeps it \1 o'clock on that ul;;ht i took a
cows, or their soil, or their profits.
the surface in such condition that it •rink with Beet-bum, the accused, in
No man does any better as long as be
absorbs whatever sudden showers ae (jolden Crown. Case dismissed un·
thinks he is doing his best. Unless he readily
fall.
il we can tlnd out who did it."
knows what better work is he will never may
One can illustrate the effect of this
The judge claml»eretl from the bench,
try to reach it. Unless he wants to fine soil "mulch" so far as
preventing
know he never will know. There is a
:u elaborate structure of grocery boxIs
concerned,
placing
by
evaporation
great host of men who are keeping cows some
and looked about expectantly. Cal·
powdered sugar on the surface of :s.
to-day who do not know that they are a
of loaf sugar and holding the lat- nan stepped lonvard.
lump
in
their
the
behind
lighthouse"
"way
"1 iu;,gest that the fact that there
ter in a tumbler of water. He will obideas of cows and dairy fatming. The
serve that the powdered sugar will re- really Is a Coldeu Crown be proved,"
cows they have, the returns they get
main dry even when the lump has be- Iji· said f.cnlally.
from them, prove that. The tremendous
come so thoroughly saturated that it
'•.M»tiou
sustained," ordered the
difference In the profits of one man over
crumbles to pieces in his hands.—World
judge, and the eutire party retired
another, prove that. The tremendous
difference in the profite of one man over To-day.
ucioss the st:cet to drink with sucli
another, right in the same neighbor.nlurs ad t..lght already be there at
Hog Hints.
hood, patrons of the same creamery,
< 'altuan'.s expe.ise.
The sows should be bred early, so
proves it.
But while the evidence was beyond
Now, how shall these men improve that the pigs will come in time to make
iiuc.'tiou and Caiman accepted the alithemeelves in their business? How shall good growth.
Amvlnced that
Which of your brood sows farrowed bi, lie was none the less
ttyey improve their cows, make them
it was Bcechani who had led the atmore profitable, get more profit out of tho largest litter? Yes, certainly; she is
the business?
the same one that farrowed a large lit- tack. Bcoehaui not only I tore η bud
First, they must come out from that ter last spring. She always has a big imputation, but he deserved it. Ever
cover of wrong notions, wrong conceits, litter.
since he had co:.:e to Silver Springs he
She is an old stand-by; she is the hud l.-.ade all the villainy of the little
they have been hiding between. They
is
cerwrong kind that makes the pig business
ought to see that something
mining camp, and more than once it
somewhere. They are not making the tain; she is the kind that pays her board.
hud been remarked that the Lucky
men
breedthat
we
for
of
cows
so
out
select
intelligent
When you
young
money
a surprisingly large perThen face the question ing purposes, pick out h er pigs; there is Hole prodiv ed
are making.
courageously and ask frankly: "Am I lots of "good luck" in doing that sort of centage of rich ore. No one had ever
been able to prove that this ore cam*
as intelligent on this dairy question as I
thing.
Exercise is necessary for breeding from other mines than the one to
ought to be? Have I not been doing my
work with wrong ideas, wrong judg- stock, and they should be allowed to which it was credited, but suspicion
ments? Would I have such poverty- run in the open fields and lots until the
lay heavy tijion Beecham, who worried
stricken results as I am getting if I were cold weater, when they can be brought uot at all.
as
I
in
in
a
man
run
to
as well informed
roomy
dairying
to the pens and allowed
For more than a year the Addleought to be?"
yards on fine days.
Elta mine hail suffered from the depnitroon
fed
be
Now right here is the reason why this
largely
They should
thieves. As the mine
great host of dairy farmers do not im- genous foods, such as promote growth redations of ore
such and stamina.
thomselves
,.as ou the other si.le of the range. It
ask
never
They
prove.
W> eat, bran and middlings, fed in was a surp.i e that Caiman should
questions. Their pockets tell a plain
story. There is no lying there. But moderate quantities, together with skim have clia:·;·.!'. B.echam with the theft
they will not look that way. Yet there aud buttermilk, should be fed, and of the rich or»». It was impossible to
And until growth and frame, rather than fat, prois where all the trouble lies.
take It over the range, uud by the didairy farmers commence asking them- duced.
vide it uns a good twenty even miles.
until
of
in
the
those
selves
they
charcoal,
very questions,
way
Correctives,
There was plenty of richer ore nearer
be
should
are willing to admit and see that they
and
salt
kept
ashes,
sulphur,
at hand, yet Caiman was positive that
have been following wrong ideas about in the feeding pons and yards.
the man
When engaged before killing, hogs in 1 eechai. h.· had recognized
themeelves, their cows and the conduct
of their farms, they cannot improve. A usually bring better prices than when » h<> had liï'ed :;t him when an attempt
wise man, a brainy man, will always taken to the market at the mercy of the Was made to put the rob Iters to (light.
question himself severoly. He will ad- buyers.
There were three marauders In the
mit that he is liable to be ignorant, and
The pens for the "store" hogs should
an l they had vanished so inysparty,
can
what
if
But
so will seek knowledge.
be put in order, cleaned, whitewashed
terior. I;. !:i tiicir retreat that there
who
be.
be said of the farmer
kceps'poor, necessary, where lice may
Spraying were some who ascribed to the disapunprofitable cows year after year and with kerosene emulsion will be found a
It
don't know it, and will not try to know sure way of ridding the pens of all pests. pearance supernatural agencies.
was uot humanly possible to drop out
it? Can he improve? Can he make more —Farm Journal.
of sight In the bare, uuwooded valley
money in dairying?—Hoard's Dairyman.
us tue robbers had done.
To Keep Up Soil Fertility.
Profitable Fattening Age.
But ghosts have uo use for rich ore,
to farm crops that draw
Referring
F. B. Mumford, professor of animal
the fertility of the land and Caiman held to a different opinion,
upon
heavily
husbandry in the University of Missouri, and pointing out that only such crops as in which he was upheld by Kuth Clare,
says:
are light feeders should be sold, the the only woman at the Addle-Etta. She
"It requires about one-half as much Journal of
was the sister of Ned Clare and acted
Agriculture has this to eay:
on
grain to produce 100 pounds of gain
Soil robbery is very easily prevented, us bookkeeper and stenographer to Calof
work
The
calves as on 2-year-olds.
to make the
uuun flmtioh if iii tiPCHHRarv
man.
t
tliç Mieeourl agricultural couege nus lieldti
"produce heavy crop*. First, only "We'll get tlit'in yet," lie promised as
mont
the
tbat
demonstrated
definitely
those products which remove the least
he recounted the result of the trial.
profitable age to fatten cattle isthewhile
should be sold from the farm.
ani- fertility
uil
they are still young. The older
animals to con- "They are costing us more mouey
Second,
enough
keep
mal, the more food is required to pro- sume every particle of grain and forage of the time, and it will soon reach a
duce a given gain. Other stations have
point where they will cut off the profproduced.
also investigated this question and bave
a rotation in which its.
Third,
I'm positive th:it it was Beecham
practice
arrived at the same results.
These I
some kind of legume is grown.
saw, and } et there were a dozen men
"The central experiment station farm
the
from
air,
plants gather nitrogen
whom I call believe who saw him takat Ottawa, Canada, found by comparing
bring up mineral plant food from the
not more than
1000 pounds live weight in the case of subsoil bel 'W and store them in the sur- in;.' a drill!; In I lie saloon
he
calves, yearlings, 2 and 3-year-olds, tbat face layer of the soil to pay back what an hour after he w.is here. Why.
the profit for each 1000 pounds was: was removed
oould not have ui:ide it hi a balloon,
the crops.
by
Calves, #31 ; yearlings, $27; 2 year-olds,
from one ami yet I'm .-(ill coiivince.l that il wad
rotate the
"When all of
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on nractlnal agricultural topic*
U
Address ail comnJunloatlone Intended for tbl· department to Hknht 1>.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Hem
ocrat, Parle, Me.

$0.10; 3-year-olds, $12.80.

-·—
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PLOW."

Correspondence

—

Judicial Court for Oxford County,
appointed by the Supreme
of said lot recorded
In 1849, according to the survey and plan
Deeds. Said lot is reputed
In the Oxford County Registry of

range
of. being lot 1 In the fifteenth
and plan of
'Γ. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part
according to a survey
of lots in said township,
Said lot Is re1905.
in
Macy.
McC.
said township made E.
and contains one hundred
to be owned by one Chapman
puted
less
forty-five acres, more orof. being the east half of lot 2 in the
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part in said township, according to a surfifteenth range of lots
McC. Macy, In
said township made by Ε acres,
more or
vey and plan of
land contains fifty-five
1905. Said described
iï.
41,42,"
(().
of. being lot's
SURPLUS.'part
ANDOVER NORTH
according to a survey and plan
lots
Said
48. 49 and 50 In said surplus,
1905.
In
Ε McC. Macy.
Co.. and
of said surplus made by
owned by the International Paper
are reputed to be
acres, more or less
contain seven hundred fifty-eight of. being lots 22. 23 and 32
part
ANl>OVER NORTH Sl'RPLUS,
plan of said
according to a survey and
lots are reIn said surplus,
McC. Macy. In 1905. Said three hunE.
by
made
surplus
Abbott and contain
to be owned by S. A.
puted
or less
dred sixteen acres, more
lots 30 and 31 In
SURPLUS, part of. being
said surplus
ANDOVER NORTH
to a survey and plan of
according
to be
surplus,
said
In 1905. Said lots are reputed
made by E. McC. Macy.Bartlett and contain two hundred six
owned by Mrs. C. P.
lot of
acres, more or less
part of. being an irregular
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,easterly of and being bounded on
lot
said
surplus
lying
in
land
brook, so called; said described
and being
the west bv the Moody
north of lot 34 in said surplus,
Umbagog
the
immediately
lying
land said to be owned by
bounded on all sides by
owned by Charles and
lot Is reputed to be
or less....
Paper Co. Said
eighty-one acres, more
contains
and
the
George Smith
a lot of land In
of.
being
part
and described
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
bounded
of said surplus,
corner
town
the
northwesterly
northeast corner of
Beginning at the
the east line of
as follows:
running southerly along
of Grafton, thence northwest corner of the Public Lot that
North Surplus;
said Grafton, to the
Andover
said
part of
Lot 180
lies in the northwest the
north line of said Public
thence easterly along the northeast corner of said Public Lot;
to
or less;
more
rod·, more or less,
same direction 84 rods,
to the town of
thence easterly In the
to the road leading
line
south
the
thence northerly 25 rod
to
road
northwesterly along said along the south line
Upton; thence
thence westerly
according to a
of C Surplus, so called:
of
beginning,
the point
of said C Surplus to
E. McC. Macy, In
of said surplus made by
owned by Ε. I.
survey and plan
land Is reputed to be
1905. Said describedone hundred seventy-four acres, more or
and contains

Springs
her.
Already searching parties had

set out. but a gunshot signal brought
them back, ami Beecham rather awkwardly thanked the girl.
"I'll do as much for you some day,"
lie promised, not realizing how soon ho
would be called upon to redeem his

pledge.

The following week he brought the
child over to see Uuth.
"She's been crying for you." lie explained. "and I didn't have the heart
I know I'm not
to say 'No' to her.
welcome here, but Daley wanted to

you, so I lind to come."
"I'm glad that you did," said Uuth
cordially as she took the child In her
Beecham looked on approvingt ins.
in Silver
ly. There were few women
-tprliibs as yet. and the little jjlrl sadly
see

:niss"d feminine care.
Uutli and the child were still romping
when a man came running toward the
•Iflce.
"Mr. Caluian Is hurt!" he cried. "They
are bringing liliu to the house."
Ituth dropped tlie child and sped toward the little cottage where she kept
oouse fir her brother and his frieud.
Beecham followed more slowly, carryCaiman had
ing the whimpering child.
been brought In by the time he arrived
and lay 011 the bed. white faced, but
The mine physician
uncomplaining

!ils hand.
"(Jive uiv· that i! t. I>oc." be demanded, stretching out hl:< band for the
memorandum th other bad prepared,
lie darted from til ο lu..κ.· a:iJ ran rapdly toward tbe bead of the valley.
Au bun· later, with torn clot'a.s aii.l
dirt besrlmed linni's, be waa back
a^ain. With the proper divssi:rrs Caiman was s.;on made e.:s\. and tli«-y
turned to Ιοολ for Ikccintm. li..· and

the little gill were ;;o'ie.
It was a week bel on· he came a^aiti
and Caiman was ubie to see hl;u.
•Tm"oiiig away." be announced. "I
told you (bat 1 il p:.y I ack w!i:.t Miss
I'iare did far
y Utile giii. an i I did.
You
Sow I'll tell y >u bow 1 did it.
but I vas
were right about t'i;.t ore.
in the (Jolaien Crown, just as the judge
said I was.
"The Lucky Hole back; up on tbat
i! undoned shaft 7. We blav te l thiOUs'.i
I don't t!.i..k y ι iv.i'.i e
■ne diiv.
Low deep 7 sin; ft runs i.i. V.'e tl.ved U;t
:i curtain covered with i.ii.nt:'. i:i case
:iuy one cui..e in. ani we us.· I t > tak··
'ihat'<
voui* ore tlirok·: !i <r.r tunnel.
Iio\v 1 coiiUi prow aa alibi. ί cut oîf
:bi> bir t:i;i υ the pass and up tbe

>Iber side.
"I've made a deed for tbe Lucky
It's to be her wed·
Hole to your ;·; i.
ling preseti." fc· 11 iiy I » : !♦· girl. She
iiad a way the kid liked, an i 1 want
Vou ran tlx the
ici* to have tlie mine.
tunnel up s.i «s to take your ore wa
jus through an I cut off t!i«* long haul.
I'bat'll be worth soinethlag If the
Will yo.i shake
mine Itself ain't.
hands, CaluiauV I know I'm an ore
thief and all that, but I'm going to
make a fredi break f<>r tbe kid'.i ti' ie.
«

Will you sliak
Crtlmau gripped the band.
"Why not tîay here and

i 35
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"Nonsense! Look at Thompson. He's
Sot a wife, an automobile and a sure
system for Iteating the races."—Leslie'! Weekly.

From those I trust God guard me,
from those I mistrust I will guard my·

■elf.—Italian Proverb.

Peculiar to Itself
In selection, proportion and combination

of Ingredients,
In tbe process by which their r ; medial
values are extracted and preserved.
In effectiveness, usefulness and economy,
Curing tbe widest range of diseases,
Doing the most good for tbe mpney,
Having tbe most medicinal merit,
And the greatest record of cures,—

Hood's
In usual

Sarsaparilla
chocolate*

liquid

form or In

tablets known as Sarsatab·. 100 doses $1.

potato

boom. As the Farmer
months ago, there proves
to be no more of this product in the
country than is wanted for consumption.
The crop in the south has been damaged
by tin late freeze so that the early supply from that section bids fair to be
short.—Maine Farmer.

season

with

predicted

a

some

comparatively

Do not fail to keep the cultivator going in the corn, potatoes and similar
crops. It means more than weed killing.

be be.-'l.

vavs

Tin»

«·

e

her lover.

Endowing Two Chair·.
illc. o president who figures lu

he folio ving incident doubtless sufferI η cmu'I hock Ht lirst, but when be
or.ml tint his benefactor was acting
!i go tl I'■ ιΊ ami was thoroughly In
"ii:.'i:t over flu* situation
>:!ΙΊ! '1 a·
iMi-t have : i.nle sj.ue light amends for
.! merit:
1 '< i!i ■:·;
I'" \\:\ < o.i .1 trp to secure au endowη."it for Ι·'< litst tntl.ui when lie re·
•cive 1 tills letter fr un i.<

:ie

Tree:

pr<";«ch

at I^jne Tree
i'i.l thtf.i co hum·
ihiir'-'i <■· μ X ··.·.
I'lth Ί1" t«i tli·;-:orMother aiitl me v.hiiIi
two chairs li vour coII -Ri».
<·· ti >.v

PrrsMont

'" in

;

.·

...

JONAS SMITH.

M> irul,

·ί'·«1 l'ie situation
:ΐ.·(·
IK·
ifter ι]!λ·ι eriug it.:! Jonas Smith vu
the
very we>'t!iy ::ir:: er. to whom
>m:..v::ie ϊ of t.vo chairs would work
After the dinner whleli
ι.) I: ι:-1 hi·ι.
1:'We.', til· s.'n:io;i the con »'<rs:ilIon
•.•ι.:.· t » the ίή.; ».·ι 'M KUbJei i in liand,
in.ι the ..iei· s:tid: ''Sow, I kuow
strong, stout ehalr
r >.i <·η:ι !·ι * a ν
'οι* Γμ» edit ·. S «lit we want to do more
hail tli.it i'o.· t!v college, ami mother
tti.l n.e !:a e de.-i led that we are will:ι·_Γ t

»

•liairs,
lie."

eaeh to en.low two
for mother and one for

give 7"> ivut
one

Husband'* Csttly Lunch.
A Woodbury man who had l>een eu·
oylng himself greatly felt hungry
vhen he g"t home al>ont 1 o'clock in
he morn in jr.
"Where did you put the cold cab·
to
jage. dearest ?" he called upstairs
ii.< \ lie, who had couched loudly to
et tiiin know It was useless to lake off
Ills shoes.
"On the second shelf In the

pantry,"

Ihe answered harshly.
Ile found the cabbage and the oil,
inegar. salt and pep|ier, cut up the
ablmge. dressed It to bis taste and ate
I with appetite.
"George. why didn't you eat the cab•r"Te last night?" asked his wife when
le appeared, rather shaky, for break-

'ast.
"I ('Id: It

was flue!" said George; "so
ho::g!i:ful of you to keep It. dearest."
"Why. It's on the pantry shelf." she

•ried.
Filled

Mrs.
with
apprehension,
Icoige searched the second shelf huriedly. There she had left four yards
>f lace, worth $20. lu a bowl of starch.
The lace was gone.—Boston Herald.
Bi -d·' Wages.
lu the garden there are a thousand
small offenders that he who tills the
soil for pleasure would willingly forIf it be granted that the thrush
give
certain
ami the blackbird steal a
amount of fruit, still their presence Is
so beautiful and their song so sweet
that what they take may gladly be ac·
corded as wages.—Country Life.
Practical Training.
"Deduction Is the thing," declared the
Inw student. "For instance, yonder In
That la
our yard is a pile of ashes.
evidence that we have had flres this
winter."
"And. by the way, John." broke In
his father, "you might go nit and sift
Louisville Courierthat evidence."
—

Don't put your horse's feet In unskilled hands. Good feet are spoiled by bad

shoeing.

A New Orleans woman was thin.
Because she did not extract sufficient
nourishment from her food.

She took Scoffs Emulsion·

Result:
She

gained

a

it

;he new try.'
He turned to Ruth, but «lid not offer
lis band.
"The kid wanted you to have that."
"Whe's got
îe said, offering a tintype.
When l saw
fou to thank t'vir this.
1er in your arms 1 realized that there
a ore ;ood women ill the world, and
be ki«l lins a rl.-.bt to know "em."
He turned abrupily and left tbe
Ruth wat.bed blin turn Into
louse.
ibaft 7 for the last time; then .diecame
ο Caiman's side, bid there were tears
η lier eyes for Beecham, who bad
nude it poc Ible tbat she should al-

Interests are booming.
All stock
the outlook more all-round
Cement drains bave certain advantages Never was
Fortunate is the farmer
looked grave.
over tbe usual tile drain in that tbe? promising.
or drawn together a
All by Accident Too.
seldom become warped or bent as do tile who bas built up
"The leg is badly crushed," he said.
which
with
animals
of
worth
tbat
stock
is
claimed
living,
superior
life
io burning. It le also
George— Well,
can contrive bandages and splints,
•We
.Inek—What's happened? cement pipes are cheaper than the to reap the advantages of the situation, 'iut I must have some things from tlie
after nil.
be horses, cattle,
stock
that
whether
show
that
and
station
tile
they
earthernware
1 went to a railway
Ton rnal.
George
am afraid that t'jey will
from use.
sheep or swine. The stock farmer with Soring*, aud I
to see my sister off, and by some little deterioration
choice animals on hand is all rtght.—
zhaiire Harry Flnnsom was there to
Maine Farmer.
and
#?e his sister off. and In the rush
'WWWWvyyy
market is going out this
The
•lolse nnd confusion we got mixed, and

Unfortunate Royalty.
Ilorse accidents caused tlie death of
William I. and William III., Wiiliaui
il. and Richard I. were kHled by arrows, Richard III. was slain In battle.
Charles I. was beheaded, Edward II.,
wichard II. and Edward V. were mi:r·
t'efed. a surfeit of lampreys cost Iloury
his sister and he bugged
I. his life, poison or a surfeit of peaches ( hugged
killed John, polsou Is susi>ected to lia .*e nine.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
l>wn administered to Edward VI., and
A 8ettl»r.
the death of Ileury VI. is by some historians laid to the charge of Richard.
Friend—Didn't your· husband rave
*r.!u» Γ <London Standard. | when you showed him the dressmaker's bill? Wife—Rather. Friend—And
Trouble.
how did you quiet him? Wife—I show"Sometimes 1 think I have more trou- ed him the milliner's next, and then bo
bles than any other man on earth."
became absolutely s|>eeehless.

work

nit':" he asked.
Beecham shook hi.» head.
"1 want to «et away where they
?an't tell the k! 1 about tie." be explained. "I've κ<>' t» make a brand
It will bel.» s< me if 1
aew start.
inow that you two are happy and
It will be the tirst start of
narrlcd.

—

Brown

and

or

···

ings
or less
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"SPEED TBS

township

of
being lot 2 In the seventh range
the
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, the
northwest quarter of lot 2 In
lots in said township and
a survey
to
according
said township,
eighth range of lots in
made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
and plan of said township
to be owned by J. A. Twaddle
Said described land is reputed
acres, more or less
eighty-one
hundred
two
of
and contains
being lot 3 In the ninth range
of said
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of,
to
a survey and plan
according
lots in said township,
is reputed
lot
Said
1905.
In
township made by E. McC. Macy.
and contains two hundred twentyto be owned by one Mason
two acres, more or less
of lot 9 In
of. being the north half
to a
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part
in said township, according
Macy,
the thirteenth range of lots
McC.
E.
said township made by
of
and
plan
E.
T.
survey
to be owned by
Said described land Is reputed acres, more or less..
in 19<>5.
nineteen
in
9
Estes and contains one hundred
lot
of
of, being the south half
to a
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part
of lots In said township, according
the thirteenth range
McC.
Macy, In
said township made by E.
Hastsurvey and plan of
is reputed to be owned, by
more
1905. Said described land one
acres,
fourteen
hundred
Brothers and contains

**

acres, more

TOWNSHIP C, in common and undivided, according to ainsurvey
1792.
and plan of said township made by John Peabody,
et als,
Said township Is reputed to be owned by D. Plngree.
thousand
twenty-six
and contains, exclusive of Public Lot,
eight hundred flfty-one acres, more or less
to a survey
C SURPLUS, in common and undivided, according in 1894. Said
and plan of said township made by F. G. Qulncy,
et als, and
D.
Plngree,
owned
be
by
to
surplus Is reputed
three huncontains, exclusive of Public Lot, ten thousand

acres, more or less
to a survey
T. No. 4. R. 2, W. Β. K. P., (Adamstown), according
to the Land
and plan of said township made and returned
et al, In
Ballard,
Maine
of
Ephralm
State
the
by
Office of
Is reputed to be owned by the Berlin
Said
1794.
and contains,
Mills Co., et als In common and undivided,
acres,
exclusive of Public Lot. twenty-two thousnnd eighty
v. ν
more or less
Β. K. P.).
W.
R.
2.
No.
5.
T.
LINCOLN PLANTATION, (formerly
made by
according to a survey and plan of said plantation
Said plantation contains twenty-one
Daniel Barker, In 1875.
acres, more or less
thousand four hundred fifty-three
In nnmmnn nnrl
'T
a
o.
u.
nr.
t\.
ο,
I. INU.
said township
undivided, according; to a survey and plan of Is
reputed to
Said township
made by Noah Barker, in 1860.
of Public
exclusive
contains,
and
be owned by Coe & Plngree
less
Lot, twenty-one thousand acres, more or
me entire townbeing
Β.
K.
W.
P.,
(Parkertown),
T. NO. 5, R. 3,
Public Lot and the State Lot,
ship. with the exception of the
number 3 of the lots set off by
State

less

lot IS nrpuiou
more
10. McC. MacyT in 1#05. Saidone
hundred fifteen acres,
D. A. Marston and contains
tract
Irregular
an
less
or
SURPLUS, part of, being
bounded and
ANDOVER NORTH
west part of said surplus,
Andover
the
on
of land lying In the
a
point
follows: Beginning at
from the point
described asroad
about S75 rods southeasterly
line of said Andover
and Upton
crosses the north
road
said
or less; thence
at which
northerly 35 rods, more
southerly 96 rods,
North Surplus; thence
more or less: thence
rods,
225
side of said
east
the
easterly
westerly 180 rods to
road
more or less: thenceroad; thence northwesterly along said
accordsurplus,
said
In
7
Andover and Union
lot
being
McC.
E.
of
beginning,
to the point
of said surplus made by Charles
and
owned by
ing to a survey Said plan
lot Is reputed to be
or
Macy. In 1905.
thlrty-slx acres, more
hundred
one
Chase and contains

Umbagog Paper Co.,
dred fourteen acre, more or less
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the entire surlots 1, 2 and 3
plus with the exception of the north part of
of lots in
and the northeast part of lot 4 in the flrst range
to a suraccording
Stoddard
lots),
as
the
said surplus, (known
E. McC. Macy, In
vey and plan of said surplus made by
noted,
Js rethe
with
exception
described
land,
8ald
1905.
Co., and contains
puted to be owned by the Umbagog Papermore
or less
six thousand two hundred flfty-two acres,
of
partflrst
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the north the
lots 1, 2 and 3 and the northeast part of lot 4 in
as the Stoddard Lots,
known
and
in
said
lots
surplus,
of
range
E.
according to a survey and plan of said surplus made by
to be
McC. Macy, In 1905. Said described land is reputed
sixty-four
hundred
one
and
contains
Dunn
W.
owned by H.

and
1, W. Β. K. P., (Richardsontown), in common
undivided, according to a survey and plan of saidIstowftshlp
reputed
Said
1886.
township
In
Sewall.
W.
made by J.
of
to be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains, exclusive
acres,
Public Lot. twenty-three thousand four hundred eighty
more or less
T. No. 5, R. 1, W. B.
MAGALLOWAY PLANTATION, (formerlyseven
hundred thirty
K. P.), containing thirty thousand

by

or

and 24 to the north line of the town of Andover; thence west
along th'e north line of the town of Andover to the southeast corner of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn; thence
northerly along the east line of said Dunn, and along the east
Une of land said to be owned by R. L. Melcher and along the
east line of land said to be owned by Charles Chase 441 rods,
more or less, to the northeast corner of said Chase's land;
thence west along said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less;
ana
thence southerly along the west line of said Chase's land
the
along the west Une of said Melcher's land, and along
west Une of said Dunn's land 448 rods, more or less, to the
north Une of Andover West Surplus; thence west on the
north Une of said Andover West Surplus 320 rods, more or
less, to the east line of the town of Grafton; thence northerly along the east line of the town of Grafton to the southwest corner of the Public Lot that lies in the west part of
said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly along the south
Une of the Public Lot 172 rods, more or less, to the southeast corner of said Public Lot; thence northerly along the
east line of the Public Lot 320 rods, more or less, to the
northeast corner of the Public I*ot; thence easterly along
the south line of land said to be owned by Ε. I. Brown
of
84 rods, more or less; thence northerly along the cast Une
and
said Brown's land 25 rods, more or less, to the Andover
line
south
to
the
road
said
Upton road; thence northerly along
said
or C Surplus; thence easterly along the south line of
exC Surplus and Township C to the point of beginning;
acres
81
of
lot
a
cepting, however, from said description
east
said to be owned by Charles and George Smith, on the
lot
side of the Moody brook ar.d lying Immediately north of
east side of
84; also excepting a lot of 136 acres lying on the
said
of
northwest
in
the
part
road
and
the Andover
Upton
according to
surplus, and said to be owned by Charles Chase,
McC. Macy, In
a survey and plan of said surplus made by E.
owned
be
to
by the
Said described land Is rtputed
1905.
and contains twelve thousand two hun-

dred acres,
T. NO. 4, R.

c°"tp^"Ptw£ty"
J®8*!·
4jxnà15

beingJots

ι.ν·ηιι.«»,

AMONG THE FARMERS.

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land In the
west part of said surplue bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be owned
by R. L. Melcher; thence east along the north line of said
Melcher 400 rods, more or less; thence northerly 169 rods,
more or less; thence westerly 400 rods, more or less; thence
southerly 164 rods, more or less; thence southwesterly 12a
rods, more or less, to the point of beginning, according to E.
survey and plan of said Andover North Surplus made oy
Said described land is reputed to be
McC. Macy, in 1905.
owned by Charles Chase and contains four hundred twentythree acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH 8URPLUS, part of, being a lot of land in
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be
owned by H. W. Dunn; thence east along the north Une of
said Dunn 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 85
rods, more or less; thence northerly 87 rods, more or less;
thence westerly 400 rods; thence southerly 87 rods, more
to the
or less; thence southeasterly 85 rods, more or less,
of said
point of beginning, according to a survey and plan
Is reland
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905. Said
puted to be owned by R. L. Melcher and contains four hunless
more
or
dred thirty-two acres,
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land in
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as
follows: Beginning at a point on the south line of said surplus 320 rods, more or less, from the southwest corner of said
surplus; thence easterly along the south line of said surplus
the
across the Andover and Upton road and west branch of
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 100
of
branch
rods, more or less; thence westerly across the west
the Ellis liver and the Andover and Upton road 400 rods, more
the
to
or
more
less,
or less; thence southeasterly 100 rods,
said
point of beginning, according to a survey and plan of
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905. Said described
land is reputed to be owned by H. W. Dunn and contains
two hundred flfty-two acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a tract of land In
said surplus bounded and described as follows: Beginning at
the northwest corner of the town of Byron; thence south
along the west line of said town of Byron 640 rods, moce or
less, to the northeast corner of lot numbered 45 in said surthence west along the north line of lots 45, 46, 47 and 48
η said surplus to the east line of lot 50; thence north along
the east line of lot 50 to the north line of lot 50; thence west
along the north line of lots 50, 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest
corner of lot 32; thence south on the west line of lots 32

f»lus;
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lots
made by E. McC. Macy. in 1905." Said
of said
International Paper Co., et
are reputed to be owned by the
one thousand
contain
and
undivided,
and
ats, in common
less
five hundred twenty-two acres, more or
7. 8 and 9 In the first
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being: lots 6,
Tots 7. 8 and 9 and that part of
range of lots in said township;
of land in the second
lot 6 that lies westerly of the height
ef
.. 8 and 9 and that part
rantje of lots In said township: lots
land in the third range oJ
lot 6 lying westerly of the height of
lot 7 that
of
that
and
part
9
lots
8.
lots in said township;
fourth range of lota
lies westerly of the height of land in the lots 7 and 8 lying
of
in said townshio; lot 9 and that part
in the fifth range
westerly and northerly of the height of land
of lot 8 lying
of lots in said township; lot 9 and that part
sixth
the
range of lots In
in
westerly of the height of land
9 lying northerly and
said township; that part of lots 8 and
seventh range of lots In
westerly of the height of land In the and
plan of said townsaid township, according to a survey
Said described land is
In
1905.
Macy,
McC.
E.
ship made by
& Son Co.,
Blanchard
Geo. W.
reputed to be owned by the
hundred forty acres, more
and contains four thousand four
less
or
lot 2 in the fourth range of
A. NO. 1. (Riley). part of, being
said
a survey and plan of
lots in said township, according to
in 1905. Said lot is reputed
township mude by E. McC. Macy.
and contains two hunDemerrltt
O.
Charles
to be owned by
less
dred thirty-three acres, more or
lots 1 and 3 in the fifth range
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being
in
1
in the sixth range of lots
lot
of lots in said township;
of lot 2 and the east
said township; the southwest quarter
township,
said
in
lots
of
range
half of lot 3 in the eighth
said township made by E.
according to a survey and plan of
to be
Said described land Is reputed
McC. Macy. in 1905.
estate and contains eight hunowned by the Alonso Fifleld
or less
more
acres,
dred forly-tlve
lot 2 in the fifth range of lots
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being
of lots in said townin said township: lot 2 in the sixth range
the
in
eighth range of lots in said
2
lot
of
ship: the east half
and plan of said township
township, according to a survey
Said lots are reputed to be
made bv E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
six hundred sixty-six
contain
and
owned by S. N. Llttlehale
acres, more or less
in the fifth range of
4
lot
of.
being
said
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part
to a survey and plan of
lots in said township. accordinK
In 1905. Said lot is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy,
Flfield
Alonzo
the
undivided,
to be owned, in common and
hundred eighteen acres, more
estate, et al. and contains two
"1
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'housane two hundred acres, more or less
KKYEBl'RO ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1, In the
southeast corner of said grant.
Said lot contains forty-nine
acres, more or less
FKYEBIRG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2. in the
southeast part of said grant and lying immediately south of
lot 2 in the tifth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains twenty-one acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5, In the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by F. B. Brooks and R F. Cross, in common and undivided. and contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 8. In the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one hundred fifty
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1, In the
Said lot is reputed to be
seventh r:tnge of lots in said grant.
owned by W. A. Farwell, et als, and contains eighty-eight
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADKMY GRANT, part of. being lots 1. 2 and
3 and the gore easterly of lot 1, in the eighth range of lots In
said township.
Said described land is reputed to be owned
by Hastings Brothers, et als, in common and undivided, and
contains two hundred four acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 7. In the fifth
range of lots in said grant; lot 7 in the sixth range of lots in
said grant. Said lots are reputed to be owned by Allison
Brown and contain one hundred fifty acres, more or less....
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 8 and 9 in
Said lots are reputed
the fifth range of lots In said grant.
to be owned by the C. S. Edwards heirs and contain two hundred two acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1. in .the
Said lot contains one hunsixth ranice of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FRYKBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2. In the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 In the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
■»
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBURC ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots In said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5. In the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots In said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, «art of. being lot 6 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots In said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 9 In the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots In said grant.
hundred acres. more or less
of,
GRANT,
being the south half
ACADEMY
FRYEBURG
part
Said deof lot 2 In the seventh ranice of lots in said grant.
scribed land contains fifty acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 6. In the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 6 in the
eighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one hundred fifty acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADKMY GRANT, part of. being lot 7 in the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYKBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1. In the
Said lot contains twelve
ninth range of lots In said grant.
acres, more or less
FRYKBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2 in the
Said lot contains thirtyninth range of lots In said grant.
six acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 3 In the
ninth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred twelve acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY' GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the ninth
Said lot contains one hundred
range of lots in said grant.
three acres, more or less
,·■·■■
that part
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being lots 1, 2. 3. 4. 5 and
second
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the
that
and
5,
part
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the third
and that part
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 3. 4, 5, 6,
fourth
of lot 7 lying easterly of the height of land In the
and 6 and that part
range of lots In said township: lots 5
of lots 7 and S Ivir.g easterly and southerly of the height
of land In the fifth range of lots In said township; lots 3. 4.
5. 6, 7. and that part of lot 8 lying easterly of the height
of land In the sixth range of lots In said township; lots 1, 3,
and
4. 5. 6, 7. and that part of lots 8 and 9 lying easterly
range of
southerly of the height of land in the seventh
that pert of
lot
3.
half
of
west
lot
1.
said
In
township;
lots
3 and 9 In the
lot 6. not Included in the Public Lot, and lots 7,
and 2 and that
eighth range of lots in said township; lots 1 the Public Lot,
within
part of lots 4, 5 and 6 not Included
In said townand lots 7. 8 and 9 In the ninth range of lots
range of lots
ship; lots 1, 2. 3. 4. δ. 6. 7, 8 and 9 In the tenth
8 and 9 in
In said township; lots 1, 2. 3. 4, δ. 6, 7,
lots
2.
8. 4. 5. 6, 7,
1,
said
In
lots
township;
of
eleventh range
3,
said township; lots
8 and 9 In the twelfth range of lots In
In said townlots
of
range
thirteenth
8
in
the
6
7
and
3 4 5
of
range
fourteenth
ship; lots 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 7. 8 and 9 in the
2
lots in said township; the west half of lot
lots in said town5 6. 7. 8 and 9 in the fifteenth range of
said township made
shii> according to a survey and plan of
reputed to
Said described lots
bv É McC. Macv. In 1905.
and
be owned by the Umt.agog Paper Co..
a» res, moreor
seventy-six
one
hundred
thousand
three
In the first
1. 2.3.
T. A NO. 1. .RUey). part of.
ΓαίΙΚ·'
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FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 1. 2, 3, 4. δ
and 6, in the fifth range of lots in said grant; lots 4, 6 and 9
In the sixth rang»· of lots <« said grant; lots 7, 8, and the
north half of lot 2 In the seventh range of lots In said grant;
lot 4, .n the eighth range of lots in said grant.
Said lots are
reputed to be owned by Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean and contain one
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Coming Events.
June 1β-19.—Commencement. Hebron Academy.
June Λ-Λ5 —Commeacement. Bowdoln College.

June*,Λ.—oxford Baptl«t quarterly meeting,
Eaat Sumner.

NKW APVKKTIHRMKNTS.
The Heart Cant Stand Rheumatic Acid Polnon
In*
It Will Make Ton Smile.
Old Trousers.

Jap-A Lac
Excursion to Kangelev Lakee.
Notice of Appointment.
3 Bankrupts' Petitions for Discharge.
Seedling Plants.
for Sale.
Farms for Sale.

Oxford Conference.
The Oxford conference of Congregational churches met with the South
I'ari» church Tuesday and Wednesday.
June 11-12, tbia being their eighty-fOtarth
A majority of the
annual meeting.
churches of the conference were represented by pastor or delegates, or botb.
After reading of scriptures and prayer
by the moderator, organization for the
coming year was effected by a re-election
of the old board of officers, as follows:
Moderator— Rex. B. S. Rldeout.

Scribe-W. H. Kaetmsn.

Treasurer—Alton C. Wheeler.

Rev A. K. Baldwin, pastor of the local
church, extended hearty greetings to the
delegates, to which the moderator briefly

esponded.

The remainder of the forenoon session
was occupied bv the conference sermon
by Rev. J. G. Fisher of Mexico, from the
text: For with thee is the fountain of
life; in thy light shall we see light.
Pea. 36:9.
The speaker deplored the effects of the
modern realistic novel, and yellow journalism that give all the details of evil
without suggesting the way of escape
from its debasing influence, and the
light that leads to better things.
After a bountiful repast in the vestry
of the church, the afternoon program
was taken up.
A brief praise and devotional service
was led by Dea. S. C. Heald of East
Sumner.
The topic, "Is the Spirit of Congregationalism Democratic or Aristocratic."
waa opened in an able paper by Rev. C.
N. Gleason of Bethel, and was briefly
discussed by others.
The leading address of the afternoon
was by Rev. Geo. U. Gutterson, of Boston, on the work of the American Missionary Association. In an interesting
and impressive manner he spoke of the
great educational and missionary work
carried on among eight different racee of
men, all under the American flag.
Rev. J. G. Fisher of Mexico gave a brief
accoant of the missionary work being
done in our own state among the Italians.
The closing afternoon topic, "What
Substitute for the Prayer Meeting of our
Churches?" was presented by W. II.
Both the
Eastman of East Sumner.
opening speaker and all who followed in
the discussion were unanimous and
hearty in the expression of the opinion
fashioned
that the good old
praver
meeting haa not outlived its usefulness,
and still has an important place in
church work.
The largest audience of the conference
was at the Tuesday evening session, the
number being swelled by a good attendance of the people of the village.
This session was enlivened by tinely
rendered solos by Miss Susie Wheeler
and Miss Ruby Clark with Mrs. Cora
Briggs at the organ. This part of the
meeting was given entirely to a consideration of the topic: "What the Public Schools and Teachers can do to Help
the Church in Character Building in the
Children and Youth."
Vvr-Allent addresses were (riven on this
theme by Rev. Frederick Newport and
Rev. H. A. Clifford, school superintendents respectively of Oxford and Paris.
Routine work of the conference occupied the early part of the Wednesday
morning gathering, followed by reports
of the churches.
Rev. W. S. Mann, one of the field
secretaries of the Maine Missionary Society, gave an address on the work of
that society in the state.
The missionary work among the Finns
in our state was briefly mentioned by
Rev. A. K. Baldwin.
Rev. W. H. Forbes of Gilead presented
the topic: "Advantages and Disadvantages of a Country Parish," both sides of
which were forcefully brought to tho attention of the congregation.
The greetings of the Baptist church of
South Paris were presented by its pastor,
Kev. J. W. Chesbro.
Rev. G. A. Hood of Boston, representing the Congregational Church Building
Society, gave a stirring address on the
its
work
nature and importance of
among the churches, especially among
the rapidlv growing communities of the
given to the
observance of the communion eervice.
The atldrese was by Re*. G. A. Hood,
founded on the words, "God created
in His own
man
image," Gen. 1:27.
Rev. Messrs. Newport and Gleason officiated at the communion table.
The following resolutions were unaniwas

mously adopted
Resolved, That the Oxford conference
urgee the vigorous enforcement of our
prohibitory law, and hereby heartily
:

commends those of our officials who
have been true to their pledges and
faithful to their oath of office in this enforcement.
Resolved, That we as a conference
commend the action already taken, looking towards a union of the Congregationalists. the Methodist
Protestants,
and the United Brethren in Christ, and
that we express the hope that such a
union may be wisely consummated.
Resolutions were also passed expressing thanks for the hospitality of the
South Paris church and people, the
singers, and all who contributed to the
success of the meeting and the comfort
Grand
of the delegates; and to the
Trunk Railway and Maine Central Railroad for reduced fares.
Resolutions of sympathy and good
will were also extended to Rev. A K.
Baldwin, on account of the state of his
health that calls for a temporary suspension of the work so dear to his heart.

Job·'· Letter.
It is an evidence of faith in the farmer
that he plants anything this year. Well,
we have to "go it" blind in this world
and climate, or any climate, as it is
pretty much alt world, and trust in luck
or providence.
It is quite certain if we
do not plant and sow we shall not gather
into barns. Seed time and harvest never
yet have failed. 0, the time has never
failed but sometimes the harvest Las—
somewhere. Perhaps it is our turn this
time. The frnit trees are beautiful with
blossoms and promise abundance when
they arrive at maturity along about
Christmas.
We have to thank the Rebekahs for an
invitation to meet with them in Odd
Fellows' Hall, an invitation we accepted
and were glad to accept and we have no
special reason to regret it, although we
do feel a little below par to-day. We
have seen the day that we could carouse
from sunset to sunrise, eat two plates of
ioe cream and some cake and come up

■millng.

were from Norway—good
The Back field Reones too.
a very toothsome supfurnished
bekahs
cream
and cake.
on
ice
and
later
per
The entertainment consisted of music,,
readings end tableaux, under stage :
lights. If the old original Rebekab at
the well wee as attractive as this modern
Rebekah we don't wonder that what'shie-name fell in love with her.
The anniversary of Mountain Grange
ocean Saturday, the 13th.
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Mr. Samuel Evans, pastor of tbe Free
Baptist church, attended tbe quarterly
meeting at Eaat Otiafield laat week.
Iftr. Bran· ezpecta to sail (or Iceland,
Ills native home, tbe 28tb of this month
ind will preach only one more 8unday
it present. He expecta to return to
America the laat of Anguat and will
igain resume his studies at Cobb Divinity School, Batea College, Lewiaton, also
liis pastorate in tbia place. Mr. Kvana

Prince. Mr. Prince rehearsed the his- is a thorough Bible student and an
and it is with
tory of the wars of our country, in the earnest Christian worker,
meantime catechizing the school, to regret that the churob ia to lose him
whioh ready responses were made to ; sven for so short a time. Mrs. Susan B.
most of the questions, showing the flne j Edwards, wife of the late Β. M. Edwards
training of the school in the history of )f Brunswick, bas been secured to supIt was a very pleasant ply through Jnly and August. Mrs.
our country.
affair, doing credit to both pupil and Edwards preached here a few yeara ago
ind will be remembered. Her first SunThe annual meeting of the Trustees of teacher.
Mr. F. H. At wood of Rumford Falls lay will be July 7, which will leave
Paris Uill Academy will be held at the
town Wednesday visiting his par- June 30th without a pastor, and there
icademy building next Saturday evening, was inMr.
irill be no preaching service on that
and Mrs. C. B. Atwood.
ents,
lune 22, at 7:30 o'clock.
A. J. Warren has recently placed new late.
Lyman Case arrived last week to join windows
The W. C. T. U. will hold a union
in his dwelling house on Elm
lia sisters at the summer home-here.
service Sunday evening.
aa giving the set of build- temperance
The Misse· Phelps-Stokes of New Street as well
June 30, at the Universaiist churcb. It
of paint.
fork arrived Saturday at Mr*. Snow's ings a new coat
The Buckfield Literary Club met k tbe intention to bave the special serlouse. Crossroads, for the summer.
with Mrs. f! W. vice entitled "The Saving of Daddy."
Mr. Francis Cushing Case and family Tuesday afternoon
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
>f New York, who occupied Lyonsden, Shaw.
The Turner W. C. T. U has invited Wardwell was taken quite ill last week,
admiral Lyon's home here, last summer
the Buckfield Union to meet with them but it is hoped he may recover.
lave the same place this season and reMrs. A. D. Coburn has gone to ToronJuly 3 at the home of Miss Mabel Irish.
urned to Paris Hill last Friday.
The presiding elder of the central dis- to, P. of 0., Canada, to visit her relaMrs. James P. Thompson and Miss
of Portland, tives there and at Floea, also intending
)live Thompson of Portland are at Elm- trict, Rev. C. F. Parsons
to
first official visit to the to go to Buffalo, Ν. T. She
his
make
will
have
The
summer.
the
iuret-for
family
for the be away two months. Mr. Coburn ia
church
Methodist
Buckfield
a
number
for
Bill
to
Paris
>een coming
in Carthage and on
present conference year on Sabbath, visiting his parents
)f years and have many friends here.
conference will hie return will keep "bachelors hall"
Jarvis M. Thayer has a crew at work June 30. The quarterly
nntil Mrs. Coburn returns.
be held Saturday evening.
to the foundation for his large barn that
The schools closed Friday of last week
Miss Lizzie Allen is visiting her sister
«ras taken down at the Merrill farm and
with some very interesting exercises at
s to be erected at once at Elmhurst Farm in D»>ering.
The Baptist church served dinner to the Rcbool house in the afternoon at
η this village.
for fifteen which about fifty visitors were present.
Mrs. Wallace Π. Cummings attended the patronizing public Friday
number of the The primary school had recitations, a
:he graduation exercises at the Univer- cents a plate. A goodly
were fed.
dialogue by ten hoys entitled, "When
sity of Maine, at Orono, last week, where hungry
Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife plan to I'm a Man," a flower drill by little girls,
her son, Elmer Cummings, was a memweek in attendance on com- and a class poem, after which the teachber of the graduating class, having com- spend next
exercises at Kent's Hill, er, Miss Howe, gave the class which
pleted the course in civil engineering. mencement
afternoon. Mr. graduate from» her room their promoMr. Cummings is one of Paris Hill's best leaving home Monday
Pottle has been for many years a mem- tion cards. Some of tho grammar
young men and has many friends who
board of trustees of that school pupils read original compositions,
extend congratulations upon his gradu- ber of the
and L'lla Young, Clarence Hammond
flourishing institution.
ation.
C. V. and W. E. Allen with several and Earle Adams were presented with
W. B. Voung of South Paris has now
from the grammar grade. A
their vacation at Four
completed over two thousand feet of others are taking their time in fishing diplomas
song was rendered by Alice Barden.
Ponds,
it
of
spending
some
this
in
sewer
passing
village,
Mr. S. W. Dunham is painting his
other sports. They will be gone a
through the solid ledge which had to be and
building occupied by Mrs. F. S. FarThe work week.
blown out for the purpose.
Mr. Charles Parsons has corn up and num'a millinery store, thereby making a
has been doue in a first class manner,
to hoe.
great improvement. Masonic Hall is in
and is a credit to Mr. Young's ability to large enough
The graduating ball of the high and tbe upper part of this block.
do work of this kind. Mr. Brown has
The W. P. A. C. had a dance at Dun-'
schools came off Friday night
given the work very material aid by kind- giammar
ham's Hall last Friday night.
Nezinscot Hall.
ly furnishing his mining crew under the at
G. A. Smith recently visited his forBase ball game betwèen the Buckfield
direction of Mr. H. R. Batcheller, who is
nines will be played mer home at Belgrade Lakes.
Sumner
East
and
the
do
to
an expert mining engineer,
Mr. ^nd Mrs. E. L. Abbott have reafternoon on Locust Avenue.
blasting. The funds have been provided Saturday
The body of Mrs. Dr. A. H. Bursoughs turned from a two weeks' visit to relathe
who
felt
citizens
very
by private
of Westbrook was brought to Buckfield tives in Harrison.
great importance of better drainage
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Denbam are
Dr. Burroughs was a
facilities for the village. The organiza- Friday for burial.
and Mrs. Burroughs, a moving to Deering.
tion of the Paris Hill Sewer Association Buckfield boy
Ε. M. Emery is doing carpenter work
was from Sumner.
made recently in as follows: George M. most estimable lady,
C. H. Prince and C. C. Withington en- for J. H. Cole on his house.
Atwood, president; Perley F. Ripley,
D. P. Curtis has begun painting bis
an auto ride to Bridgton, going
secretary and treasurer; Hiram R. Hub- joyed
and returning
Wednesday. buildings.
bard, George M. Atwood and P. F. Tuesday
About twenty went from here to tbe
They made the distance in a little over
Ripley, directors.
and fire at Bryant's Pond. The people here
The public schools closed Friday with two hours. They united pleasure
in their trip.
express much sympathy for the severe
a Flag I)ay social at Academy Hall that business
Harley F. Rawson has been in Water- loss in our sister village.
was greatly enjoyed by the scholars.
Advertised letters in West Paris post
the Colby
Social games, ice cream and cake made ville since April coaching
base ball nine. He recently returned office:
up the programme.·
was formerly a stuMrs. Mira Allen.
While ball playing in the public street home. Mr. Rawson
Alice Kmery.
is not in the list of capital crimes, it is dent in Waterville.
W. L. Jodrle.
Frank Washburn, the mail carrier, is
Norrle Newell.
more or lees dangerous to those who
William Herkln·
some improvements to his dwelland
obmaking
the
street
to
use
have occasion
Eva L. Whitman.
on Main Street.
jectionable to the summer guests living ing house
No! I don't really know that I ever
there
Hill
Paris
of
the
case
In
near.
used ground cobs for chickens. Perhaps
West
Sumner.
much
as
a
for
excuse
seems little
it,
we have an honest miller! Grain is ao
Children's Day was observed Sunday,
better place for the sport is provided ou
1 have contemplated using sawthe common; hence—let's do what is for the 9th, in the Baptist church with a high
but on serious thought feared it
the best interest of the village.
concert by the children, which was well dust,
result just as it did with the old
The lirst Universalist Circle of the attended in spite of the rain. Mrs. Villa might
We are
mare after she got used to it.
season will be given at Academy Hall on West presided over the meeting, Mrs.
noNiure but what you missed your callFriday evening of this week. Music by Lillian Maxim accompanist. The conAd- cert was opened by the reading of the ing, John! Sometimes you write a pretty
three pieces of Steams' orchestra.
sermon.
mission 25 cents. Dancing free. All are twenty-third psalm in concert. Then good
followed the usual number of recitations
invited.
Bryaot's Pond.
Dr. and Mrs. Augustus S. Thayer of interspersed with music. God's Little
Mrs. Amanda M. Brock of WashingPortland were at Elmhurst overSuuday. Children, a pretty exercise by ten children
They are to sail for Europe June 27th for from the Doble school was much appre- ton, -D. C., is visiting relatives in this
ciated. A duet by Clara Hammond and section.
a tour of three months.
The citizens have recently purchased
Alma Chadman and a solo by Gladye
Greenwood.
Young were listened to with pleasure. a hand tub of the Dixflold fire company.
The primary school closed June 14.
and a
Yes, our Maine climate is one of ex- A recitation by little Earl Hollis
The high school will be in session ten
It was hardly expected that solo by Chester Hammond, seven years
tremes.
there would be occasion to speak of an- old, were best of all. Rev. E. O. Taylor days longer.
George Stephens has moved bis goods
other frost this spring, but that is an- made some brief remarks to the children.
Wallace Chandler, Geo. Packard and saved from the fire to the Dearborn
other hint of how little we know of the
and the old poet office buildstorehouse
Mountfuture. On Wednesday morning the C. L. Dunham have gone to Bald
for ing, where he will oontinue to do busilower tield was white with fryst, which ain Camps, Lake Mooselucmaguntia,
ness for tbe present.
in a lighter form extended into the door- a week's outing.
Our little village received a hard blow
Bisbee has leased Ernest
was not so severe as
Sylvester
it
Perhaps
yard.
for a work Sunday night. It was the worst fire
to do much damage, but it was no small Field's stable and will use it
since 1877, when the Bartlett store,
fry for almost the middle of June. At shop.
Thursday morning Mrs. Alma Buck's dwelling and stable were burned. Tbe
ten o'clock on the same dav the therlittle girl was playing with a wringer. Sunday night fire was a close call for the
mometer stood at 88 in the shade.
of a finger between whole village south and east of the
Corn is coming up poorly, much of it She caught the end
Great work was accomSo that it hotel property.
having rotted in the ground. Will speak the rollers and jammed it
was
plished with what we had to do with,
of the apple prospect later on when the burst open at the end and the nail
the
Norway and Locke's Mills fire
blossoms are all out.
completely severed from it. Dr. Mars- until
companies arrived. Their presence no
The other day Wesley Ring drove hie ton dressed the wound.
Ε. S. Morrill of
Woodstock, VI., doubt saved one side of the main street,
ox team by here, one of there going
and our citizens fully appreciate their
lame and with a swelled knee. On former editor of the Farm and Home,
in town last week in the interest of kindness and assistance in their hour of
examining it to learn the cause be found was
distress.
the Rum ford Falls Times.
an ox-shoe uail bent at right angles and
There is soon to be established an R.
the point half firmly imbedded in the
East Brownfleld.
mail to
deeb. The ox bad lain down on the F. D. route that wiil bring the
Pleasant Pond district. The offices at
The W. C. T. U. held its rogular meetnail which made the trouble.
Our Saturday evening company con- North Paris and Redding will be discon- ing at Mrs. Julia Bean's last Thursday
afternoon.
sisted of Floyd Morgan and Leslie Whit- tinued.
Mr. and Mrs. Green and Theda Glover
Quite a number from here attended a
mau and wife, all of whom stopped over
visitwho
have
been
camptlre a' Hiram last Friday.
night, and the next day Dannie Bryant, of Liveriuore Falls,
Mrs.
Wm.
and
their
Mr.
parents,
High school closed June 14tb.
wife and baby added three more to th<* ing
Glover, have returned home.
L. K. Giles and family went to Fryenumber.
a
has
Ladies'
Aid
The
purchased
burg last week to attend the funeral of
Tùose two Mormon elders called here
carpet for the Universalist church, his brother Pembroke.
yesterday and resulted in a rather lively new
Children's Day was observed at the
discussion for a while, although no un- which will be put down in the near
Congregational church last Sunday.
pleasant words were uttered by either future.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dunham moved There was a concert in the evening.
party. Of course tbey undertook to
to
vindicate their religion in various ways, their piano Monday from North Paris
Summer Schools for Teachers.
and when told that if one quarter of their residence here.
drove
of
Livermore
Elias
Juhnson
what bad been said and written about it,
Arrangements are being made for holdlast
head
cattle
of
away
twenty-live
including its founder and leading meming State Summer Schools for teachers
bers, was true, it was a mass of iniquity week from this vicinity.
at the following named places:
East
has
to
Packard
Mrs.
Goo.
gone
like the teachings of the Koran, t4only
St. Agatha, opening July 1 and conthat and nothing more," to this they Sumner to visit friends.
weeks.
Mrs. R. H. Ryerson is having her tinuing two
answered that all those writings and
Milo, opening July 8 and continuing
house painted. A. G. Farrar is doing
and
their
from
were
enemies,
sayings
three weeks.
the work.
utterly false. No meetings were held,
Brooks, opening July 8 and continuing
Messrs. Bell and Proctor, who are
nor Mormons made about here so far as
three weeks.
here with the road machine, are boardknown.
North Windham, opening July 8 and
A letter arrived here recently contain- ing at Carl Dunham's.
continuing three weeks.
ing a baby photo, and on the back side
Van Buren, opening July 15 and conBethel.
"Richard
words:
these
the
card
of
tinuing two weeks.
three
Dunhwu,
aged
aa
Cummings
Children's
East Pittston, opening July 29 and
Sunday was observed
months." The same letter contained Day at the Universalist church. In the
continuing three weeks.
two cards, on one of which was writtei
was
rite
of
the
At these schools opportunity will be
given
baptism
morning
"Mr. and Mrs. Harry £. Bumpus," an·' to several children, and communion was
given for a careful review of the fundaof
"Dorottn
smaller one, the name
a
observed. In the evening a pleasing mental facts and principles in arithmetic,
Born Februry nin<· concert was
Pearl Bumpus.
given by the children under geography, English grammar and United
and
seven."
nineteen
hundred
'eenth,
the direction of the pastor, Rev. A. D. States History. Talks on method, disthat
the
be
recalled
it
will
Perhaps
Colson. Special music was rendered at cipline and school management will also
mothers of those two babies are sisters, all the services.
be given.
i>ne living in Albany and the other in
The M. E. society also observed the
Classes will not be conducted on the
Auburn, and the children were both day with a sermon for the children in lecture plan. Regular assignments of
born on the same day.
the morning, and a very interesting con- work will be made and recitations
cert in the evening, under the direction heard.
Hebron.
of Mrs. Durell and Mrs. W. Annis.
The only necessary expenses are for
Mrs. Charles George and Mrs. Henry
Tuesday, Rev. C. N. Gleason, Mr. A. board and traveling.
Sturtevant are visiting frieuds in Massa- S. Chapman, Mrs. Valentine and Mrs. F.
Teachers should take to the school
chusetts aud will be gone for two or S Chandler attended the Oxford Co. any text-books they may bave in the
conference at Sonth Paris.
three weeks.
subjects to bo studied.
Hebron Grange held an all-day meet
For information relative to board, or
Tuesday, at high noon, at the home of
Unless something the sister of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. other local arragements, teachers may
Ing Wednesday.
ipecial comes up the regular meeting* Clarerce Fox, Miss Lulu Bryant and Mr. correspond with Supt. J. S. Dugal, St.
will be discontinued until August 14th, Walter French were united in marriage Agatha; Miss Annie Dionne, Van Buren;
»wing to the busy season.
by Rev. A. D. CoNon. About forty Supt. Herbert L. Douglass, Brownville;
The few warm days this week havo friends were iuvited. The presents were Miss G. L. McDonald, North Windham;
made things grow.
very pretty and useful. The couple left Dr. N. K. i'ook. Brooks, and Snpt. J. E.
on the 4:30 train for a trip to Montreal, Qdiorne, East Pittston.
Grass is looking well.
Commencement next week and all are etc., and will reside in Portland.
W. W. Stetson,
Mr. E. C. Rowe has purchased the State Superintendent of Public School·.
busy preparing for accommodation of exis
wilt
it
class
and
romove
house
visitors.
The
Rowe
graduating
Dwight
pected
Bowdoinham cats are noted for their
rery Urge and many of their friends will to a lot in or near the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Demerltt have the «agacity, but it remains for the intellibe
here.
probably
deep sympathy of their friends in their gent feline owned by Mrs. Samuel DonOxford.
bereavement. Thuraday the funeral of nell-of that town to fairly cap the cliKev. Mr. Farosworth preached the another little one was held at the home max. "Our cat has taken a strange
baccalaureate sermon Sunday to the of its parents in Newry.
place to rear her last kittens," Mrs. Don·
Rev. F. B. Schoonover delivered a very nell says. "Her children were born in a
graduating class of the high school.
the
at
lecture
and
instructive
hen's
Rev. Mr. Newport, Mrs. French, Mra. interesting
nest, and ever since she has per·
sisted in keeping them there. The queer
Fisher and Miss C. E. Carman attended M. E. church Friday evening.
Lizzie Blake, wife of James Hodsdon, part of it is the philosophical way in
the Congregational conference at Paris.
died at their home in Bethel Tuesday which the hen seems to take the matter.
Miss Carman went as a delegate.
When she wants to lay an egg, she pecks
Children's Day was observed Sunday morning.
Mrs. Ε. T. Ru well and daughter Shir- at the kittens, who are too .email to reevening at the M. E. church.
Rev. Mr. Newport gave the address, ley and Misa Mary Shirley of Brooklyn, sent It, and if the mother is near, she
"What the public schools and teachers Ν. Y., have arrived at their summer pushes them gently from the nest Just
ak soon as the hen has laid her egg, the
:an do to help the church in character home.
Mr. Harry Hastings and Mrs. Eva cat grabs the kittens and puts them in
building in the children and youth," to
the Christian Endeavor S ciety Sunday Whidden were united in marriage June the nest again, and it is no unusaal
8.
evening.
thing for oat, kittens, eggs and hen to
Wm. Cash had his leg broken while
be altogether in one glorious mix-up."
Mills.
Wilson's
working at South Paris by the falling
af a telephone pole Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Bennett went to
REMARKABLE RESCUE.
Daniel M. Peterson, acloae observer of Bethel the ilrst of the week to consult a
Thst truth is stranger than fiction, has
the weather, reports that the sun has physician. Mrs. Bennett ia in very poor
onoe more been demonstrated in the litthone all day only four days dnring a health.
tle town of Fedora, Tenn., the reeldenoe
Our minister for the summer, Mr.
period of one hundred days.
He writes: "I was In
The public examination of the high MoDonald, arrived Wednesday. He is of C. V. Pepper.
bed, entirely disabled with hemorrhages
ictiool waa held on Tuesday.
boarding at the hotel.
of the lungs and throat. Doctors failed
A band of gipaiea camped on the
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Bennett 'started
to help me, and all hope had fled when I
for Nevrry Wednesday to visit relative·.
plaina for a abort time.
Dr. King's New Discovery.
Η. 6. Bennett and Maee Collins have began taMng
Then instant relief came. The coughing
Dickvale
taken a pnlp job on the Dartmouth Colιοοη ceased; the bleeding diminished
The road commissioner is repairing lege Grant, up the Dead Diamond.
and in three weeks I was able to
the highway.
Newell Llttlehale and wife are work- rapidly,
Guaranteed cure for
to to work."
s
John A. Putnam has torn down the ing at the Azisooos House.
and colds. SO cents and 11.00, at
The Misses Cecil and Pearl Bennett re-1 soughs
shapel and moved it to West Peru
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store. Trial
where he will put on another stoij.
turned home from their school at Bethel
bottle free.
Mrs. E. A. Richardson is at the C. M. for their summer vacation.
El·. Hospital, where she underwent a
E. S. Bennett was at home Saturday
Perolin at J. P. Richardson's.
lurgical operation for appendicitis, night. He bronght Lewis Olson up, who
Perolin at J. P. Klohardson's.
rhe latest news from bar waa favorable. ia now quite unwell.

Kaptltt Church, Bev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pukir
: ^reaching every Sunday at 10:4ft A. M. Sunday
at Κ M.
khool
Evening Service at
j '4i r. >. T. P. Sabbath
S. C. K. Tuesday evening.
*rayei Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covelant Meeting the laat Friday before the 1st
All not
I tunday of the month at 230 r. m.
s itherwlae connected are cordially Invited.
School
every
universalis Ohurca. Sunday
! an day at 10 .-45 a. v.

Job Faurrwe .—New type, faat preaeea, electric
power, experience·! workmen and low prloaa
combine to make this department of oar busl■ess complete and popular.

great west.
Wednesday afternoon

Ι
BackftoM.
_
Τ ο or correspondent omitted to duly
reporta very pleasant affair In connection with the school at East Bnckfleld,
ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Mies V. M. Knox of Wilton, teacher.1
Wednesday afternoon, May 28, Memorial
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
exercises were conducted by the school !
under the direotioo of the teacher. The
members of the school gave recitations
Puis HUL
and singing, after which short addressee
were made by Mr. Cooper Aver, J. K.
Warren, A. W. Pottle and Charles H.

THE OXFORD BEABS.

B9TABLI3OTD 1SB.

expects

Parie High School bue ball team
riosed a successful season Saturday,
lane 8th, with their Lisbon Falla game.
The team haa played seven game·. The
game with Bridgton Academy, however,
»aa arranged as a practice game for
them, and aa no score of It is available,
It baa not been considered In the following average·. Of the other six game*

Paria baa won foor and loat two, one of
them being lost by tbe close score of 2 to
1. In 1 >oking over tbe record of the
team It ahonld be remembered that Paris
High is one of the few high school· of
Its sise where a ranking rale is strictly
enforced against the members of Its
athletic teams, every one on any team
being obliged to maintain a certain rank
allowed to play. The I
while he la
fact that only one candidate for the team
this spring was obliged to stop playing
because of low rank speaks well for the
work tbe boys have done in their studies.
Paris has led its opponents in all de-

ODD TROUSERS.

Have you looked over your summer clothing and decided on what
need?
fou
Prehaps you have a coat and vest that is good and a new pair
>f trousers would save your buying a new suit. We have a good assort-

tddreea, Alien 8. Olmaied, La Boy,

hyaelf.

Then follow· the lawyer'· question:
Vho ia my neighbor? And afterward the
>eautiful parable of one who waa aorely
η need of a friend, and to whom came a
riend indeed—not in tbe peraon of tbe
>rieet and Levite, who had tbe curloeitv
λ go and look on bim who waa wound·
id, and the inhumanity to paaa by on
;he other aide, but the friend waa one of
;be lowly and of a race deeplaed. The
sonclnaion of tbe whole matter in the
lawyer'a mind waa, that he who ahowed
seem
nerey waa the neighbor. It would
to require but little exertion to atart up
ι tolerably warm regard for a neighbor

Her· la Relief far Worn·».

Grat, a nurse la New York, dlacovered I
aromatic pleasant herb cure for women'· Ilia, sent.
sailed AUBTRAi.IAlV>LEAF. It la the only
sertaln monthly regulator. Cane female weak·
Dress Worsted Trousers,
aeaaea and Backache, Kidney. Bladder and Urinary troublea. At all Druggists or by mall Meta.
Dress Cassimere Trousers,
Sample FREE. Addreaa, The Mother Gray Co.,
La Boy, Ν. Y.
Work Trousers,
Mother

u>

Outing

DONT PUT IT OFF LONGER.

jf that type.
Should we preach

a sermon

BY USING MI-O-NA.

Ε

ru^î

γ&μ»

plwî?

John.

slloe

Widening Breach

Trebllcock.r.f
Walker. I.f

Α.Β.
4
3
4
2
3
3
3
2
2

Total·

25

Heitop,

·.·

Be*roe, c
Pike, l b
Bowie, c.f.
Davit, 2-b

etnne, 3-b
Delano, ρ

Κ. Β.Η. Ρ Ο. Α. Ε
11
112
ο
ο
β
1
2
Ο
0
0
M
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
1114
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
S
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

,EFF

cure.

An especially
fortable,

Seedling Plants

FOB SALE.

and other thin

One Concord wagon in good condition,
one two-borse McCormick mowing ma-

3

2

SOUTH PARIS.
Monk, If.
Shnw,
Cole, ρ
Sprlnjr. 2-b
W. Hebbanl, l b
CWrk, c
Tltcomb, 3 b
Kaweon, r.f.
C. Hebbanl, c.f
Total·
Score
1 2

A.B.
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
3
3

Β.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

29

0

3

4

5

0
0
0
0

4
3
0
1
2
0
0

B.
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

2

24

10

1

2

0
0

0

0

by Inning*.
6

2

13

P.O.
1
0
0
0
13
7
2
1
0

Β Η.

0
0

27

A.

0

0

7 8 ft-Total.

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 x-3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0
Sontb Pari·
Karne<i rune, 0. First ba«e on hall off Cole 3 ;
off Delano 0. Left on baeea, South Pari· 3; Ox
ford 3
Doublt pity, Davl· to Heelop to Pike.
Plret base on error·, South Part* 2. Hit by
Itched ba'l, by r*ole 1 ; br Delano 1. Htruck out
y Cole 7: by Delauo β. Umpire·, Cook, Curtl·.
Scorer, Thayer.

Olford

?

At a meeting of the member· of the
high school base ball team held at the
clone of the season,' Harry Titcomb, '08,

who has served so successfully as captain the past season, was re-elected to
that position for another year.

West Paris was the victor over Norway Id the rubber game between the
iwo teams played at the fair grounds
Saturday afternoon. The game was interesting throughout and was won by a
score of 3 to 1.
There have been influence* at work in
the past week in an endeavor to break
up the town team, but they have only
made the followers of the game the more
determined to bave a team. South Paris
has the necessary players who are will·
ing to give their services, and all that is
needed is a little Interest on the part of
the business men and those who desire
to have a team that will be an honor to
the village.
"The

fairly

question of keeping the ohildren
presentable during their play

hours is always doubly difficult in the
Half an hour's romping in the
summer.
garden will soil and rumple any frock,
until it is only fit for the tub, so all sensible mothers devote a large share of the
summer's outfit to strong, easily Ironed
dresses in which their little ones can
play in peace." Thus aays the authority
on "Practical Clothes for Little Oirls"
in the July number of the New Idea

Woman's Magazine, and common seose
The same
is the keynote of ber article.
writer extends her helpful advice to the

summer girl with athletic tendencies,
and appropriate suggestions are given
for costumes adapted to any of ber varied
Read these articles before
activities.
undertaking the preparations for your
summer outing, and you will find your
task much simplified.

THE MAGIC NO. 3.

Number three is a wonderful mascot
for Qeo. H. Parris, of Cedar Grove, Me.,
acoording to a letter which reads: "After
suffering much with a liver and kidney
trouble, and becoming greatly discouraged by the failure to find relief, I tried
Electric Bitters, and as a result I am a
well man to-day. The first bottle relieved and three bottles completed the
cure." Guaranteed best on earth for
stomach, Mver and kidney trouble·, by
F. A. Sburtleff à Co. 60 cents.
_

HE FIRED THE STICK.
"I have fired the walking-stick I've
carried over 40 years, on account of a
•ore that resisted every kind of treatment, until I tried Bucklen'· Arnica
Salve; that has healed the sore and made
me a happy man," writes John Garrett,
of North Mills, N. C. Guaranteed for
Piles, Burns, etc., by F. A. Sburtleff A
Co. 25 oents.
These MM·» Immi PIm
The kind that "make your month water" are
Mally made with no fatal a* aad at least possible
expense If you use "OUB-PIB" Preparation.
Dont hesitate. Try It aad tell your friends. At

({wj^l^osete.

Everybody is pleased with

Perolin at J. P. Riohardson's.
9

The appearauce of
given light at
sunset way noticed and commented
upon by tfce ancient Egyptians and
more particularly so because In the
clear air ct Egypt the tints of sunset
are peculiarly distinct
As the sun (here descends nearer
and nearer to the horizon and Is Immensely enlarged and (laming, it suddenly Incomes for an inrtr.nt a brilliantly green color, an.I immediately a
cerlc> of green rays snlïuxes ihe sky In
a

)
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt )
To the Hoh. Clakknck Hale, Judge of the Dlatrlct Court of the United 8tatea for tbe Diatrict
of Maine:
ASSIKOPr, of Rumford, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
in said District, respectfully represents, that
on tbe 37th day of October, last paat, be waa
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
of
duly aurremlerea all his property and rights
property, and has fully compiled with all the
of
and
of
tbe
orders
Acta
said
of
requirements
Court touching hla bankruptcy.

We

nmny directions, well nigh to the zc
tilth. The sum·· plicuoineuon appears at
rui:i!.*e. but to η >'mall*»r extent Sometimes. just as t!je last |»art of the sun's
ιϋ-.Ι; vanishes. Its color chang<»<; from
green to Mue. and so also af^?r It has
•li.uippeured ihe sky near the horizon
often h green, while toward ihe zenith
It Is blue.
This was

alluded to In Egyptian
wrlthr;:. Day was the 'Miiblem of life
and uight that of death, and the nocturnal sun. being identified with Osiris,
thus rendered Osiris king of the dead.
The setting >un was given; therefore
Osiris. as the nocturnal deity of the
dead, was painted green. The splendid
colllns of t:ic high priests of Amnion
frequently depict the green sun. and
funeral

the

deities

are

all

colored

•;iet!ii.
There are Innumerable Instances in
the Egypt in ii relics of representations
relative U> death being colored greeu
'Ihe practice undoubtedly arose from
the green tints of sunrise atul sunset.
The green sun disk is referred to 5.000
years ugo i:i Egypt. This Is the earliest known human record of un astronomical
Star.

phenomenon.—Washington

THE HEFIRING CATCH.
to Northern Europe What the
Whest Crop la to America.
Today the herring la hardly regarded
as a luxury.
Indeed, it Is chiefly eaten
by those who can afford nothing else,
and yet «:,tXAMXA),C00 of these tish are
ueedvd to supply the annual demand.
How this inexhaustible, limitless yield
of the ocean has swayed the destinies
of nations Is strikingly set forth In an
article by Harold Bolcc in Ocean.
Do-pite the unremitting harvest by
predntory man and gull and cannibalistic cod and shark, the unconquered
armies of herring still coutlnue to |>opulate the Atlantic with multiplying
hostft.
The Atlantic has been aptly called

It

la

the "herring pond." Indelibly associated in the pust with the economic and

political history of occidental mankind, the herring seema destined to

survive as one of the greatest factors
In the welfare of western nntlons. Today what the wheat crop is to America
the herring catch la to northern Europe.
Few persons, even among the masse·
that consume this fish, realise its
economic Importance. More than 3,000,-

000,000 herrings are captured annually,
according to the latest estimate.
The weight of that annual catch la
over 750,000 tons.
It would require 28,000 freight can,
each with a capacity of thirty tons, to
haul the herring harvest Inland from
the Atlantic;

Tears.
the right," aald a Killarney
guide to a party of tourists, "ye'll see a
cascade called the Maiden's Tears and
on the left a cascade called the Widow's Tears, 'cause it dries up the
"Ou

Quickest.'^

$3.50

$I.OO

enjoy

the out-door

season can

bo t' >un<!

{'Ζ??™; | Maine.
r.

α.

βπι;κτι,κκκ

*

co.

constantly receiving

are

are

low

offering ,them as
the lowest.

as

$30.00

Our prices range from $9-98 to
make no charge for fitting.

we

LOUIS ASS1KOFF, Bankrupt.
OBDEB OF NOTICE THEBBOIf.

We

in

received

just

We have

ranging

DISTRICT OF MAINK, 88.
On this 15th day of June, A. D. 1907, on readIt laing the foregoing petition,That
a bearing be had
Ordered by the Court,
5th
on
the
the
aamc
day of July, A. D.
upon
1907, before aald Court at Portland, In aald Diatrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In aald Dlatrlct, and
that all known créditera, and other persona In
Interest, may appear at the aald time and place,
and ahow cause, If any thev have, why the prayer of said petitioner ahoulif not bo granted.
And It la further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk ahall send by mall to all known creditors copiée of aald petition and thla order, addressed to them at their places of realdence as

price from

can

these

12

a

36
$1.50

goods.

We have

year's prices.

plenty

on

Suits ami

line of Black Muslins

large

i-ac. to

show you

$1.00, $1.25, and

50c.

inch Black Tatl'eta Silk for
and invite comparison on

of WHITE SOLE HOSE

We shall be pleased to show these
line in every department.

large

Sincerely

goods

as

well

at la*t
as

a

yours,

S. Β. & Z. S. Prince,

Hale, Judge

ABBOTT BLOCK,

mscnarge.
In

needed to

and

Wherefore he praya, That lie may be decreed by the Court to nave a full dlacharpe from
all debts provable against hla estate under aald
bankruptcy Acta, except ancb debts as are exoeptcd by law from auch dlacharge.
I)ated this 7th day of June, A. D. 1907.

)

to

Sets

New Goods in these lines

LOUIS

Bankrupt. )

$6.00

COATS, SUITS and SKIRTS,

In the matter of
LOUI8 ASSIKOrr,

JOHN T. KEENE,

s

iHDRTLErr * co.

a.

r.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In Uie matter of

com-

to

Goods

Ball

3 Stores,

JAMES E. HEWBY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—J \ MES Β HEWEY, Clerk.

It Waa Noticed and Commented Upon
by tha Ancient Egyptiana.

and
oo

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

are offered In Maine property. Write to-day for
free copy. E. A. STROUT CO., Augnata, Maine.

reiuion τογ

$I

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

Champion borse-rfke, aecond
haud driving harneaa, a lever butterworker, and a Blanchard churn. For further particulars inquire of
A. J. PENLEY,
a

oanKrupi s

good size,

of

Strong,

fine assortment.

Base

[L. s.J

THE GREEN SUN.

CO.

Tennis Goods
G-olf Supplies

kitchen and had a number of negro pen- of the aald Court, and the aeal thereof, at PortIn said Dlatrlct, on the 15th day of June,
sioners who came to him regularly for land,
A. D. 1907.

help."

*

Croquet

Bv mail, postpaid.
DAVID B. WOODBURY,
South Paris, Maine.
35

Wltneaa the IIon. Clarence

Norway.

Well made and durable,....

dozen 85c.
Penny, mixed
Asters, mixed, manv kinds,...dozen 10c.
dozen 10c.
Zinnia, mixed,....

stated.

to 20
to 12

(a Stores,)

South Paris,

..

tbe thing
for the first time this season. The OxIn the United States whites and blacka
ford team, like the other teams in this eat
apart, dwell apart, drink apart, worof
was
this
season,
composed
vicinity
ship Ood apart, study apart, work apart,
local playera with tbe exception of travel
apart.
Bearce, and all who know this player
"And when tbe negro suffers tbe orwill realize that this one exception made
dinary consequences of a prolonged dea great difference in the final score of
bauch," says Mr. Baker, "and finds himthe game.
self in tbe city prison, he is separated
of
the team
The change of the line-up
there, too, from the whites. And afterwas made because of Ford's return
wards in court, if be comes to trial, two
Lowell
refused
to
to
Oxford
home,
go
Bibles are provided; be may take bis
bis
to
West
Paris
and Parlin preferred
oath on one; the other is for the white
home team, after being the one who ex- man. When be dies he is buried In a
pressed the strongest desire to meet Ox- separate cemetery.
ford
The vacancies were filled by Cole,| "One curious and
enlightening exwho has returned from Bates, and memample of tbe infinite ramifications of
bers of Paris High School team.
the color line waa given me by Mr. LoThe game was interesting and sharplv
gan, secretary of tbe Atlantic Associatcontested throughout, being a pitchers' ed Charities. One day, after the riot, a
battle between Delano of Oxford and subscriber called Mr. Logan on the teleCole of Paris. Both pitchers did fine
and said:
phone
"
work, each side g-tting but two hits
'Do you help negroes in your sofirst
the
was
Cole's
This
game.
during
ciety?'
"
game in tbe bo* this season, and he
'Why, yes, occasionally,' said Mr.
was a trifle wild, one of bis bases on
Logan.
"
Clark
bails developing into a run.
'What do you do that for?'
"
caught Cole In fine shape, and Beane was
Ά negro geta cold and hungry like
the only one who succeeded in stealing anybody else,' anawered Mr. Logan.
"
did
school
men
other
on him.
Tbe
high
'Well, you can strike my name from
clean work and showed that they can be your subscription list.. I won't give any
team.
on
to
tbe
strengthen
depended
of my money to a sooiety that helps
Both pitchers received good support, negroes,
Paris' only error, however, cost a runl
"Now, this sounds rather brutal, but
while neither of Oxford's errors did anv 1 behind it lies the peculial pyachology of
damage.
the South. This very man who refuses
The score:
to contribute to the aaaociated charities,
may have fed several negroes from his
υΛίυην,

$5
$5

Any One

F. H. NOYES CO.

South Paris, lfaine.
Between Whitea
25tf
June 17, 11107.
and Blacks.
reader doubta the painful
If
aoy
3
8
4—636
Farms for Sale.
5"™°'"
;
η
4—km tragedy of race separation In this coun.11
Harrett, 3-b., c.f.,.
ο
o— mo try
ο
let bim examine Ray Stannard
cookwo, i./.,...:.
You can dnd the farm you want at the price
Baker's article in tbe May American
OXFORD 3; SOUTH PABI8 0.
you want to pay through "Strout'a Mat 18". We
Magazine. Mr. Baker takes no aide, have 4000 bargalna from "Maine to Maryland".
South Paris base ball team went to offers no
but
he
solution,
presents
silly
To aettlfs eoMtea quickly aeveral rare bargalna
Oxford Saturday and met the team there
as it is.

il

τ8&

to Suit

1.50

Sate-You Need One.

Straw

To transplant NOW, for flowers
Same as I am setting.
this season.

chine,

$1,

Men's Suits,
Outing Suits,

no

fund the money if Mi-o-na falls to

$2, 2.50, 3, 4, 4.50

Trousers

Variety of Price and Pattern

QBT RID OP THAT INDIGESTION AT OKCE

from tbe

Remoteness enters not into tbe calcu
the best run getter on tbe team, bis I ion
at
at all. "The aea ia Hia and Fie
work in stealing bates being very noticemade it," but he did not make it a line
and
are
the
able.
batting
Following
of diviaion between neighbors, and the
fielding averages of the members of the dividing line between nations and peo·
team:
les and tongnea la not a line of division
BATTING AVKBAGK.
etween neighbors. If in the mind of
«· A.B. BH. AV.
o.
there be aline it ia simply an imagir.,„.
r
25
10—400 any
β
β
»»rk
the times that our
J;·
ί4
3
Μη nary one. Many are
1—3(3 nation baa proven hirself to be a verit3
1
1
'1*·οην
8
25
8-320
β
TUcomb
able Samaria among the nations and has
4—80 <
5
13
and done likewise.
23
7—304 gone
β
4
1-250
Not in vain did famishing Ireland, not
4
ι
ι
3-Ϊ31 in vain did
1
13
3
starving India stretch out
5***?"·.·
β—222
5
27
6
to the land that the Lord
2· Clark
0
«-"Ι pleading hands
27
8
:
And who shall say and
1-043 baa blessed.
uî£î°D
3
2*
0-000 who can know that tbe bleaaings have
0
12
p,ke
not been multiplied because of tbe hastFIBLDINO AVBBAOB.
Certain it
*· AV. ing to be a neighbor indeed.
*·°· A·
r |.U.
o-iooo
4
1
ia that it could not be cause for withi'<P
ο
0—1000
1
Plke, l.f.,
a bleaaing and benediction.
0
0-1000 holding
1
c '·

$2» 2.50, 3, 4, 4.50, 5
$2, 2.50, 3, 4
$1 50, 3, 3.50, 3, 4

Cotton and Khaki,

Many people In Parle are alowly
pnisoDlog themselves by cbroolo Inditext: Love thy neighbor! Taking
gestion. Their neglect to care alnggiabthought of the context, we might aatisfy ness of tbe important organs of digeatlon
our
ι few of
intelligent congregation fill* the system with fermenting tnd dethat we are not morally and Biblically caying food that results in sick headbound to love only bim who discovers a ache, heartburn, bad taste in tbe month,
wounded man by the wayside, pours oil and many other at mpioms.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are for the
Into hia wounda, carts him to tbe nearest
82. Paris made 14 errors In their first
botel and pays the billa. That would be special relief of ancb anflerera. They
game, but after that they played very literal
enough to ault tbe moat literal- quickly cure tbe worst caaea of indigesgood ball.
tion and when used a few days tbe pain
Paris was especially strong In its loving.the context cornera us: Ootbou
Bnt
and diatreaa often felt after meala will
battiug, L. Clark, the regular pitcher, and do likewise. And when all of us, disappear.
leading the team with the fine average Dear and remote, do an equivalent tbiog,
Mi-o-oa stomach tablets cost bnt M)
of 400. There were alao five others in
and keep on doing aa oocaaion require*, cents a box and do more good I ban a
were
whom
of
four
regular then bave we all oecome
the 300 class,
neighbors and dozen boxes of tbe ordinary digestive
players. In fielding, G. Clark leads tbe •re Biblically and logically bound to love tablets. P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. give an
with
a
of
the
team
members
perregular
all creation.
absolute, unqualified guarantee to reCaptain Titcomb wan
centage of 983.
partments of the game, aa tbe following
oompariaona will show. They have
•cored 37 rana to 26 for their opponents;
bave made 52 hita to opponents' 44; have
put out 159 to opponents' 153; have
made 78 aaslsts to tbeir opponents' dS;
and in errors they did better than their
opponents, making 31 to their opponents'

H

BLUE 8TORIS.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Bankruptcy.

To tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the 1)1»-1
trlct Court of the United State* for the DUtrlct |

of Maine:
T. KEENE, of Rumford. In the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, tn said
DUtrlct, respectfully represent· that on the 5th
day of Jan., laet pant, be wae duly adjudged
bankrupt under tbe Acta of Congre·· relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
bis propei ty and right* of property, and haa fully
compiled with all the requirements of aald Acta
and of the orders of Court touching bla bank

GOOD

JOHN

LOOKING

STYLE.

ruptcy.

Wherefore he pray a, That he may be decree·)
by the Court to nave a full dlacharge from all
debta provable against hie estate under aal<r
bankruptcy Acta, except such debta as are ex
cepted by law from auch discharge.
hated thla 7th day of June. A.I). 1907.
JOHN Τ. Κ ΚΕΝΕ, Bankrupt.

You

Order of Notice Thereou.

District of Mainr, aa.
On thla lftth day of June, A. D. 11*17, on reading
tbe foregoing petition, tt la
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon tbe same on the 5th day of July, A. I).
1907, before aald Court at Portland, In aald DUtrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In aald District, and
that all known cedltora, and other peraona In
Interest, may appear at the aald time and place,
tml ahow cause. If any tliev have, why the
praverof aald petitioner ahouUI not be granted.
A nd It la further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk ahall aend by mall to all known créditera copiée of aald petition and tbla on 1er, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness, tbe Hon. Clarrnck Halr, Judge
of the said Court, and tbe aeal thereof, at Portland, tn aalil Dlatrlct, on tbe lS:b day of June,
V. D. 1907.
JAMES K. HE WE Y, Clerk.
[I.. B.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: J \MES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
FRFI) H. ADAMS,

J{

,n
In

FRED

style

in your

but you want them
to look well on you. You'll
find our clothes will give
you the latest styles at nil
:

price
spring

t'mes anil at the lowest

good goods.

for

fabrics

The
the

new

this

The

very attractive.
colors include all

are

new

shades and comhi·

nations of gray,
season,

so

popular
plai ι

blues in

fancy weaves, and manv
other effects in club checks
and stripes. All of our suits
and

are

tailored in the most satis-

factory

Bankruptcy. |

trlct Court of the United States for tbe District
of Maine:
ll. ADAMS, of Waterford. in tbe
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
in said District, respectfully repreaenu, that on
the 4th day of May, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of Congre··
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all bla property and rights of property
and baa fully complied with all the requirement*
of aald Acta and of the order· of Court touching
bla bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray*, that he may be decree·I
by the Court to have a full dlacharge from all
debts provable against bis estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debU aa are excepted Dy law from such discharge.
Dated tnls 11th <lav of June, A. D. 1907.
FRED H. ADAMS, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF

I
|

Discharge.

Bankrupt.
To the Hon. Clarence Halr, Judge of tbe DU-

want

clothes

|

manner.

|Sack

Suits $5 to $20.

H. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

jNorway,

Maine.

1907

by

Hart Schartncr (J Marx

NOTICE THEREON.

district of Mainr, se.
On thla IMh day of

D. 1907, on
la—
Ordered by the Court, that hearing be had
upon the same on tbe 5th day of July, A. D.
IS*ι", before said Court at Portland, in said District, at 10 o'clock in tbe forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In
Tbe Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed la aald District,
tn-i that all known créditera, and other persons
in Interest, may appear at tbe said time aa<#
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner ahould not be
granted.
And It la further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of aald petition and this order, addreasea to them at tfielr place· of residence
June,

reading the foregoing petition,

it

BUYS A

A.

a

stated.
witness tbe Hon. Clarrnck Halr, Judge
of the said Court, and the aeal thereof, at Portland. In said District, on tbe I5tb day of June,

A. D.1H07.
[L. ·.]

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon,
Atteat: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
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NOTICE.

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

tud conWhich has been fitted up and enlarged «ο m to be more attractive
and More
renient for customers, and wbicb enables me to do Better Work,
see simples of tlie
'romptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over andI do Developing
anil
NOTICE.
Along with my regular work,
'^atest Style» in Photo·.
Pree tJ»e of Dark Room for
Tbe subscriber hereby give· notice that he!
and do it as it should be.
for
amateur·,
finishing
of
the
sas been dnly appointed administrator
hose who wish to do their own work.
sst*te of
BOSK L. 8TEVENS,
late of Milton PlanUtlon,
W. Xj. MÛIHRILL, Norway, Mo.
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Kinds aa the law directe. AU peraons havi· g
lemands against the estate of aald deceased
ire desired to present tbe same tar settlement,
tnd all indebted thereto are requeeted to make
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1

...hu_.h Kev. J. H. Little, faetoi
l< IV·,'ve
Sunday at 10*5 a. a
"
Ρτ*·*
:
Junior I'nlon at 3 3 ;
al 1- >»·
■·
TP.
at
.Γ.
Λ'Λ-
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days

relatives.

"lr

eviry

of Portland hai
Mr. A. H. Wit ham
been in town recently.
V Shuttle® «■ putting a new fur
Κ
in his resideno· on Main Street.

days.
Stanley Wheeler
evening from the U.

the gues

Haynes

came

of M.

foi

It is

beiDii

summer.

vacation.

ham,

and
for a few

hoped

as

there will be a gooc
there is work to do.

brother,
days.

W. O.

Frothlngham,

Mrs. F. S. Chandler of Bethel visited
her daughter, Mrs. F. P. Chandler, a
few days last week, and attended the
Congregational conference.

a

N. Y.,is
Mr, \ithan Chase of Illon,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Walker. !'« r ifc few weeks.
10, has a
(,r ver Brown, U. of M.,
on the Boston Elevated Road
during his summer vacation.

,i*in-

nr Abbott of Portland wa» here last
see Harold H. Thayer. He

wUe> !ay to

found bun improving slowly.
Mr λπΊ Mrs. P. Ε Hathaway went
will
N»tur«l;i> t-> Waterville where they

spend tilt· summer

with rela'ivee.

W. H. Eastman and wife of East
Sumner were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Chute during the Congregational con
ference. Mrs. Chute is Mr. Eastman's
; cousin.

ι

MINK.

!

Supt.

parents,~Mr.

;

Batcbe

Duet,
Flag Exercise
Banner,
The Flag that Beuey Made
Our

The Color Guard

Exercise—Our Flag
Song,.
Banner of the Free
Solllers,
Uncle Sam's Flag,
Our Flsg

The
The

<

Marjorle

County Sunday School Association.
Thursday, June 13tb, dawned fair and
bright, an ideal day for the Oxford
County Snnday School convention which

Ashley Edward*.
Ivan Wsldron.
Francis Chapman
Marie Newton.
Grace Howard.
Victor Campbell.

held in the South Pari· Methodist
Before 10. o'clock delegates
Charlie Ripley. church.
Arllne Crocker. from Bryant's Pond, Norway, Paris Hill
Thirteen Colonies
and Buokfleld began to arrive.
America
The convention was called to order at
10:45 by the president, Rev. E. S. Cotton, of Norway. A brief devotional
SHUBTLEFF INTERMEDIATE.
service was held after which greetings
The Shurtleff Intermediate School were extended by Rev. T. N. Kewley,
closed Friday, June 14, with the follow- which were responded to by Rev. Mr.
ing programme:
Cotton.
Rev. W. D. Athearn, pastor of the
1. Welcome,
Third Grade.
2. Prayer,
8chool. Baptist church at Bucktield, then spoke
8. Salutatory,
Lola Payne. on the
"Purpose of this convention.
4. Recitation,
Alice Pierce
5. Recitation
Robert Whittle. What are we here for?" as follows:
β. Song
School.
For aoclal advantage.
let
7. Recitation
id. For Christian fellowship.
Phyllis Taylor.
8. Recitation,
Jones.
3d. To consider best methods for a great
Philip
9. Recitation,
Howard Barry. buslneaa.
10. Duet,
Alice Pierce and Doris Culbert.
How these schools can be Improved
a.
11. Recitation,
Bertie Wheeler.
and strengthened.
12. Recitation,
Mary Clifford.
b. Best method in conducting.
M ν ra Hsirgett.
13. Recitation,
Beat method In trachlngc.
14. Duet
Beatrice Swett and JoMq Dean.
d. Variety In methods of 3. S. work.
15. Recitation
Harold Klood.
4th. Interchange of thought, making and reLizzie Muzzr. ceiving suggestions.
1A. Recitation,
Malcolm Clark.
17. RecltaUon,
5th. in Jesus' name.
18. Prophecy, Myra Austin and Beatrice Swett.
6th. To hold forth the word of Life.
Harold Abbott.
19. Recitation
JO. Recitation
Nettle Newell.
This was followed by a most excellent
Mabel Haskell. talk
21. Recitation
by Rev. Mr. Kewley on the "PurJoele Dean.
22. Recitation,
"cbool. pose of the Bible School," in which he
23. Dialogue
Ethel Hardy. said in part, Sunday School workers are
24. Valedictory,
25. Class Ode and Diplomas.
everywhere agreed on the general purCLASS ODE.
pose of the Sunday School. The SunDear teacher, clawmates, all,
day School is not simply for religious inWe come to say farewell,
struction and worship. The end of all
To this our school.
We thank our parents here,
gospel teaching is to bring individuals
And our good teacher, here,
into touch with the Lord Jesus Christ.
For all their help and cheer
Keep this ever before you. Teach reverWhile in this room.
Exalt Christ before those you
ence.
And as we higher go
teach. Teach the doctrines of the parOur lesson* then will thow
ticular church to which you belong.
What we've learned here;
We'll try our very best
Aim to win every scholar for Christ.
To meet with good success,
Strive not so much to increase the memAnd hope we nmv progress
At the "Old Brick."
bership as to deepen the spirituality of
Robert Whittle.
the school. My claes for Jesus Christ.
That is our mission. That is the suThose Dot absent one day:
Lizzie Muziv
Ernest Berry
preme purpose. Make it more and more
Neai Marshall
Myra Haggett
evangelistic.
Robert Whittle
Malcolm Clark
The following committees were apBeatrice Swett
Howard Barry
Harold Blood
pointed at this time:
Mary Clifford
Harold Abbott
Marjorle Gray
Nômlnatlons— Rev. .1. W. Chesbro, Dr. C. L.
Leon Cash
Lul% Payne
Buck, Mrs. Margaret Taylor.
Doris Fletcher.
Earl Fletcher
Resolutions—Rev. C. A. Brooke, Rev. W. D.
Those promoted from Shurtleff Inter- Athearn, Mrs. C. E. Tolman.
mediate:
Noon recese was then declared and a
Harold Abbott
Marv Clifford
bountiful dinner was served in the vesLeon Cash
Bertie Wheeler
Earl Fletcher
Florence Wslton
try to about thirty-five delegates and
Josle Dean
Ethel Hardy
friends.
Nettle Newell
Lula Payne
The afternoon praiee service was led
Roth Stuart
Beatrice Rwett
Neal Marshall
Robert Whittle
by Miss Sara Swett of South Paris.
Phyllis Taylor
Philip Jones
At 2 o'clock came the superintendents'
Myra Austin
Myra Haararett
hour. Dr. C. L. Buck, the efficient suAlice Pierce
Doris Culbert
Lillian McKeen
Mabel Haskell
perintendent of the South Paris MethodEva Dudley
Lizzie Muzzy
ist Sunday School, read a very helpful
Ernest Berry.
paper on organized Sunday School work.
Jessica Cûhtih, Teacher.
Dr. Buck explained what organization
meant and how it could be applied with
to the Sunday School work.
advantage
8HUBTLEFF ΓΚΙΜΑΚΥ.
He showed that one of the problems of
Sburtleff Primary School closed Fri- the church has been how to keep our
June 14, with the following pro- older boys and girls in the Sunday

liarlofcte Howe, who has been
for the past two weeks, is
IT. G. Wheeler of Everett, Mass., arrived at his brother's, P. E. Wheeler's,
Jainiu^· ry fast at the present time.
*
list Friday. He and Alton C. Wheeler
I C. smiley is spending a vacaM
made a trip to Washburn and Shagg
;
a few weeks with friends in
tion
Poods Saturday.
Exeter. S. H., and in Massachusetts.
Albert D. Park has been elected by
Mrs Eiuma Sessions, of Providence, is
school board as superintendent of
f her husband's parents, Mr. the
the eues
of the town of Paris, to 611 the
II. Sessions, for a few weeks. schools
and Mrs.
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Mr and Mrs. George Richards have Rev. H. A. Clifford.
b-er. recent quests of their daughter in
Mrs. Herbert Robinson of YarmouthOxfor·. Mr Richards is in rather poor
ville is a gueefc at A. D Park's. Friday
health.
Mrs. Park gave a tea party in her honor
Mies Delia McArdle has given up her with some of her old Norway friends and
of
L.
Walter
law
office
the
in
position
neighbors as guests.
She
spent last bunday with
ι,ray
Charles Morse and family of Minfrien>is at North Norway.
neapolis, who have been guests at A. E.
Miss Marie Dolliver of Baltimore, who Morse's for a short time, started on their
has been a guest at ber uncle's, Geo. F. return home last Friday, but will make
Eastman's, for the past few weeks, is some stops on the way.
D,)w the guest of relatives at Waterford.
South Paris barbers have agreed to the
princ ipal C'lason has been offered the following closing hours: Monday and
H
Isle
igb Thursday at 9 P. M.; Tuesday and Friprint, uaiship of the Presque
It is hoped by his many friends day β:13 p. m ; Wednesday 9:30 P.
Sch
his
in
retained
that lie may be
position ! and Saturday 11:30 P. m.
Mrs
ouite

IT WILL MAKE YOU SMILE
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SUITS and COATS

To know

was

Bee. and Treas.—Chae. T. Rldlon.
Librarian—Chae. 8. Akers.
First Asst. Librarian—EUie A. Favor.
Second Asst. Librarian—Abner H. Mann.
Chorister—Alice Abbott.
Aeat. Chorister—8uste Walker.

excellent opportunity to get
you have
price. Our assortment is still good, and we

please

so

»

]

lined,

confident

are

we

can

on

side, strap

each

over

shoulders,

BROADCLOTH COATS in black, 24 inch

of chiffon

notched

cuffs
17.50
with

trim-

collar,

satin

lined,

semi-fitted,

....

$3.98

24 INCH FITTFD COATS made of high lustre black
broadcloth lined with silver grey satin, self cloth strap
in front and back, finished with biaid and buttona, $7.50

CHILDREN'S COATS in fancy plaids, shawl collar of νβι
$3.24
vet, trimmed with braid and buttons,

CHILDREN'S COATS in fancy checks, fancy collar and
$2.25
....
cuffa, trimmed with braid,

Freeland Hove has returned from hie

Ashing trip at the lakes and reports it
the best trip he ever enjoyed.
A few minâtes past one o'clock Monday morning, in response to a call from
Bryant's Pond, Hose Co. No. 2, with the
baqd tub, left on board the Norway
train for Bryant's Pond. The trip was

plait

back,

$7.50
med with buttons,
SHORT COATS of fancy checks, box back, fancy collar
$2.75
and cuffs,
.....
SHORT COATS in fancy mixtures, 20 inch, semi-fitted,
notched collar velvet trimmed, breast and side pockets,
$4.50

15

THOMAS SMILEY,

made in twenty-five minutes. The company returned at about five o'clock in
the morning. The company consisted
of Chief Hathaway and about fifty men.
S. Harriman has improved his place
ι
by building cement sidewalks from the
street.
F. A.
GUARANTEED BY
HYOMEI 18
Mellie Dunham and Nathan A. Noble
SHURTLEFF Λ CO. TO CURE CATARRH.
Nate I
nave purchased a touring car.
knows how to run it, truly.
I Thousands who have bfeen cured by
Another special town meeting is call- Hy-o-raei call the inhaler that comes
ed for Saturday, the 22d day of June, with every outfit the "Little Pocket
three o'clock in the afternoon, to elect Physician," as it is so small that it can
a moderator; second to see if the town
be carried in the pocket ur purse.
will recind the vote passed at the adThere is really no excuse whatever for
held
May 18th, '07, anyone having catarrh now that Fly-ojourned meeting
If you
relative to school bouse, and Art. 3d, in mei is so readily obtainable.
case of afflmative action on Art. second, have any doubt about its value, F. Λ.
to t<ee if the town will pass a clear Sburtleff Λ Co. will let you have a comcomprehensive vote in the matter of I plete outfit, with the understanding that
providing additional school room for the j unless it cures catarrh, it will not cost
of
scholars
Norway village. The : you a cent.
trouble with the action taken at the adThe complete Hy-o-tnei outfit consists
journed meeting of May 18th is that the of the "Little Pocket Physician" and a
style of the building to be erected, .bottle of Hy-o-mei and costs only 91.00,
whether of one or two stories, was not making it the most economical a· well
set forth, in fact, there was no plan of as the only guaranteed treatment for the
was cure of catarrh.
No provision
Remember that Hy-oany description.
made for outbuildings and the amount mei cures catarrh without stomach dosvoted was too small by hundreds of dol- ing, applying the medication and heallars. The selectmen, with whom it was ing where the disease germs are present.
left, want to know and be informed just
what the town want in the way of school
'
room, etc.
Norway Band gave an hour concert at
It
Witherell Park Monday evening.

Norway, Maine.

Main Street,

LITTLE POCKET PHYSICIAN.

No trouble to show you

All are inHats.
vited to our store.
our

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Maine.

Steamboat
at Auction.

i

AND STAIN COMBINED

Friday, June 21, '07,

ALBERT D. PARK,
For

platform body.

tip

i REMEMBER!

j
I

inserted

112.50
gored skirt with side plaits,
Panama, jacket plaited front
and back, trimmed with braid and bnttona, fancy vest
$15.00
"Skinner" aatin lined, plaited skirt,
over
haa
in
plait
mixtures,
jacket
ETON
SUITS
Ρ,
fancy
is
understood
Prof.
It
that
Henry
shoulders giving Gibson effect, two straps In front and
Boody, who for the past year has beet
sub-master in the Norway High School,
back of own material, fancy veet, silk collar and cuffs
has accepted a position in Delaware,
trimmed with braid and fancy buttona, grey satin linOhio, as instructor in English in Wee·
915.00
ing, kiltted skirt, very stylish,
leyan College.
satin

ETON SUITS

Hoyt of Hiram occupied
the Universalist pulpit in excbang<
with Rev. S. O. Davis Sunday and
preached a very interesting sermon.

money-saving

LONG COATS in fancy mixtures, wide strap down
two straps over shoulders, velvet trimmed collar,
....
and pockets, very pretty,
BLACK BROADCLOTH COATS, strap down back

PRINCE CHAP SUITS of grey mixture, 26 inch coat with
men's notched collar, turn back onffs, grey "Skinner"

Rev. H. H.

cold, and

so

at a

one

early. Many

you.

fort to discover the miscreant, and had
published offers of a reward for evidence
that would convict the guilty parties:
that Wallace G.
Everett, the nighl
watchman, and general caretaker of the
property, bad been instructed to make
diligent effort to discover the party who
bad been doing the breaking, and that
on the night of this affair Mr. Everett
was aroused by the unusual noises made
by his horse; tbat he got up, and suspecting something wrong, looked out
and saw a man prowling about the mill,
saw him try several doors at the mill and
finally, finding them all locked, go up
the road to the powder house.
was highly appreciated by a large crowd
Mr. Everett says that be followed him,
in and about the park.
unobserved; that the man took someF. D. Briggs and crew are painting W.
thing from his pocket upon reaching the
W. Sheen's place on Summer Street.
I shall sell the steamer Pennesseewaspowder house and "sprung the hasp,1'
John Hutchins and crew are at work on see at
or succeeded in breaking the padlock
public auction, at her winter
Capt. W. W. Whitmarsh's place and W. quarters near John Woodman's camp on
with which the structure was locked;
W. Walker and brother on E. F. Smith's. the lake of the above name, on
that he went into the bouse, and Everett
Frank Q. Elliot was at Dr. King's
came up nearer, that he stepped out and
hospital this week for another operation
lighted a match and seemed to be lookfor his throat.
ing for something on the ground in front
Freeland Howe, Jr., has accepted the
of the house; tbat he again entered and
of expert chemist and bac- ι
position
another
came
out
soon
again, lighted
Lim
two of the clock in the afternoon.
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Ledge has ac- match and entered
teriologist for the Bangor Water Board. at The
and Everett
again
boat is in very good repair, engine
who
of
North
Rice
Members of the senior and junior ; cepted an invitation from Mt. Hope VUUU
Waterford,
John
«*j»ι au^ up, ouuν iuo uuui auu νιαυand a good one, boat fully
classes of l'aris High School enjoyed a Lodge of Norway to visit them Friday ed It with a .board that he found
has been with his daughter, Mrs. 0. F. all right
leaning
needs some repairs, by
in this village during the winter, equipped, boiler
Stone,
picnic at Norway Lake last Friday. The evening of this week and help them against the side of the house. He then day,
she
•«•J
tKa Ληΐη «τον fn ηΐαηα
to his home. Mrs. Stone removing rails and some top rigging
has
returned
day was delightful and a glorious time ! celebrate their anniversary.
gramme:
and
after
got other boards and planke
can be loaded Opon a freight car, licensthe school in a position to command the has gone wltn mm tor a rime.
was had.
Town.
Song,
Squirrel
to
eo
as
barricaded
the
door
but can
keep Memory Gem*.
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Heald and Mr. and having
Addie Shattuck, with Mise Libby, Cot- ed to carry seventy passengers this boat
respect of these boys and girls is to·
Eileen Flairs.
Will sell
Gothic Street is reveling in its good Mrs. Lester Robinson of East Sumner the prowler in, he started to run back to Some Day
senior and adult classes. tage Street, is with her people in Can- carry many more.
strong
develop
Harold
Batch·
and
to
mill
Relatione,
Campbell.
has
the
Come
worth.
sidewalk
with
Supt.
just were in town a few days last week
telephone
Queer
looks. A new cement
for one-third what she is
Harlan Haskell. So large in size and eo well organized in ton, Maee., for ten days.
> A Grievous Complaint
beta laid in front of the residences of J. : relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Heald attended eller, whose residence ia at Paris Hill; Dialogue, Busy Housekeeper*.
see me or write to me if interested.
and
brook
that
meadow
the
school
for
of
the
structure
iron
the
Tbe
they
bridge
that soon after starting he heard a string I Mr. Doctor
Mildred Payne.
H. bean, Young Brothers and H. G. ; the Congregational conference.
of all lower near Haggett'e shop arrived this week
Muriel Bowker. will command the respect
of oaths from the person confined in the I Who Made the 8peech,
Fletcher.
was
in
Κ
classes.
and
is
of
va
Andrews.
Kev. H. A. Clifford
Call
being placed on the stream.
Strong
powder house and that before reaching AA Troublesome
Vivian Heath.
Protest
The teachers' hour was conducted by
Ernest Hayes has a position with the I
Kmulus Benson, who has been work- town last week to finish up his school the
be
heard
the
explosion.
mill,
1
Dialogue, Vacation Time.
at the close of which Poland Spring bottling house and left South Paris,
Maine.
24-25
ing in Virginia for the last few months, work in Paris. Mr. Clifford has done exFlora Brooks. Rev. J. W. Chesbro
This powder bouse was a small build- Naughty Ladv Jane,
has now joined his family here. He cellent work in the schools, and all inGertrude Smith. came the teachers' round table, when for that place this week.
so me three by five feet and high The Four Leaf Clover,
ing
Dialogue, Our Dollies.
some very practical
S. D. Andrews, who for some days has
br >ught some of his frieuds some very terested in the work feel very grateful to
questions were
enough for a man to stand up in and Polly's Lecture to Dolly,
Annette Austin.
Sale.
diecuesion.
been confined to his house, is again on
him.
pretty magnolia blossoms.
Clara Noble. brought up for
The The Dunce
was covered with galvanized iron.
Rideout spoke fora few the street much improved in general
B.
S.
Rev.
Iva Record.
Little
The
work
Doggy
horse
time
of
at
the
cart, hay rack,
Single
>ome of the ladies in town are improvThe Oxford Association of Universal- evidence indicated that
No Time for School
Gladys Hatch. moments on the opening and closing health.
ing these delightful days by taking long ists meets at Wateiford Wednesday and the explosion it contained six sticks of Dialogue, The Children's Wishes.
Moses
P.
us
Lieut.
cart,
sessions. He showed
very plainly
Capt. J. W. Nash,
drives. Last Thursday afternoon they Thursday of this week. Conveyance will 60 per cent dynamite, a quantity of 30 Fl*g Exercise.
that with a little time and effort a very Stiles and others of Co. D, 1st Regt., N. 24 2ς
I
FRED N. WRIGHT.
liruve down to the Hebron Sanatorium. ! be provided for those wishing to attend per cent dynamite and a box of electric Song.
for
shoot
God's
with
the
trial
could
Vsledlctory.
help 0. S. M., attended
ordinary person
The 30 per cent dynamite, or ; Giving
They report a most pleasant trip.
of
this
at
team
to
state
Diplomas.
; by notifying Kev. S. G. Davie of Nor- primers.
interest
the
and
for
Augusta
candidates
part
give variety
that containing 30 per cent of nitro- Vacation 8ong.
It is understood that the Norway and way.
the school.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Between
glycerine, did not explode, but the 60 ! Not absent one day:
was a
afternoon
of
the
last
last
The
was
misinformed
Paris street Railway have purchased a
The Democrat
paper
thirty and forty of the best shots of the
cent sticks and the primers did. The Eva Andrews
per
Mildred
Payne
most excellent one prepared and given first and second regiments took part in
car from the Lewiston, Bath and Brunsweek in regard to certain movements in
was badly demolished, being Eileen Flagg
Vivian Heath
Me.
Morris
building
It is a side-seat vestibule busiuess places in the Square. Angelo
wit '< railway.
Gustave Porter
by Mrs. Julia E. Abbott on work with the contest for positions. The members Can afford to and will pay more for rag*, rub·
I Harold Campbell
blown into fragments.
Carl Fales
Wltham
the children. Mrs. Abbott Is a very re- of Co. D who won positions are Capt. J. b«re, and metal than any etranger thai call· to
car and is expected to arrive soon.
I C'a val 1er i will not move from the store The remains of Edgar J. Ratcliffe were Arthur
Bertie Clifford
Bessie Campbell
sourceful teacher and her paper could Waldo Nash, 1st Lieut. Moses P. Stiles, your house.
! which he now occupies in Pythian takeu to the home of bis
grandmother, Winnie Plnkam
Miss Hattie
Hooper, who is Mrs.
He pay* from $3 to $il per ton for Iron delivbut be helpful to those teaching in this Corp. W. P. Marston, Q. M., F. F. Swan,
store and teneand
Mr.
Clark's
i
Block,
and
at
Paris
one-half
absent
Mrs. Mary Buck,
day.
Hill,
Gladys Hatch
ered to him here.
Howe's assistant in her millinery store,
2d Lieut. L. H. Daughraty and Corp. S.
still
to iet.
one day.
is
absent
ment
Roland
grade.
He buys folded newspaper·.
afterPayne
services
conducted
weeks
funeral
few
Sunday
is upending a vacation of a
Praise service at 7:30 led by Rev. Mr. S. Maxim.
He le paying for mixed rag*. 1 cent a pound.
is at
Those promoted from Shurtleff Priwith her brother and other Boston
Mrs. Charles Young and daughter, noon. The mother of the deceased
for a busi- Rubber· according to market. Pay· market
left
Nash
Hill.
W.
Paris
of
John
Taylor
Capt.
Rat- mary to third grade:
for bran tacks.
frit*ti<!s iu the Kangeley Lake region.
i Miss Geneva, and Mrs. Theodore Thayer Paris Hill, and the father, Joseph
The address of the evening was given ness trip at tbe lakes Thursday morning. I price
Κ va Andrews
! Muriel Bowker
went to Oxford Friday afternoon to at- cliffe, is in Norfolk, Virginia.
bis
Danwas a most
for
left
and
Lewiston
a gift from
of
H.
Carroll
M.
received
Dr.
Rev.
Clason
Brooks
Flora
Salley
I Mildred Payne
by
Principal
of Oxford High
Eileen Flagg
Gertrude Smith
his pupils in the high school with which tend the graduation
encouraging and inspiring discourse. Ho vers, Mass., home Wednesday, where he Next
Harold Campbell
Miss Angie Thayer, a niece of
Since the above was written and since Vivian Heath
first compared the Sunday School move- will resume bis pastoral work at Calvary
he is
much
EXCURSION TO
pleased. It is a Paris School.
Harlan Hn^ell
and Mrs. Thayer, is a mem· the coroner's
Mrs.
ment with other great religious move- church after an absence of sir months.
inquest adjourned, considtourmaline, purchased of Mr. Merrill of ber ofYoung
class.
the
Cros!
its
Ilattie
with
Mrs.
graduating
380,000
erable new evidence has been discovered
Tbe many friends of
Paris Hill and was one of Mr. Merrill's
ments, the Y. M. C. A.
led the County
best.
members; the W. C. T. U. with its by were greatly pained to hear tbe news
The egg reported by John a few weeks in this case which has
VIA THB
on Pleasant Street closed June
School
of
Endeavor
friends
and
the
the Christian
of the death of her daughter, Ilattie
family
has been more than matched by Attorney and
Number 500,000itsmembers;
teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D. Robertson and since
Penley,
14,
Marjorie
ask
for
Miss
None
of
to
man
Ratcliffe
millions.
afternoon.
R. R.
five
CENTRAL
or
MAINE
four
the
with
young
May Merrill, Tuesday
oue laid by a White Wyandotte belongof scholars in attendance 23, average
family attended the wedding of a relathem comparing, however, with the Sun- Merrill was a member of the sophomore
This egg measured further investigation and an autopsy.
To OquoMoc ami return
absent
of
those
not
tive in Bethel last Tuesday. Mr. Robert- ing to L. L. Briggs
Names
$3.00
It is claimed by Ratcliffe's friends that number 21.
7.33 A.M.
bad a rather soft shell
day School movement with its 1,450,000 class, Norway High. She was a great Lewlston, leave,
2.00
Mrs. Robert- 7 8-4 χ 8 8-4 inches,
son returned Wednesday.
8.0B "
he was afraid of dynamite and would not half day:
teachers and officers, and its 11,000,000 favorite with all her classmates. A few Polind
a regular white and yolk, and
2.00
8.14 ·'
Kail*
son and family remained for thereat of enclosing
Mechanic
Ossle
Abbott.
Abbott.
to
believes
on intimate Mary
mother
»
had
been
He
her
be
with
that
scholars.
went
handle
she
School
weeks
hard-shelled
1 75
it;
a
was
Sunday
H.40
it
egg
ago
inside
IturktleM
straight
Helen Lowell.
Myrtle Bean.
the week.
1.50 j
invited
had
been
and
to be the most help- Manchester, Ν. H., to make her home. Canton,
with
Everett
9.C3 "
School
terms
the
Mr.
size.
Bernice
Sunday
the
says
Matiou
Briggs
of
Simpson.
ordinary
Simpson.
"
1.20
9.28
to Crocker Hill by Everett on various Leon Curtis.
ful line of work in which the church of A short time ago she was operated upon Dix Held,
Mrs. Helen True, of New Gloucester, be is going to develop that strain.
1Λ0
9.40 "
Kumford Falls,.
"
that a policy of a thousand
i* spend inn a vacation of a few weeks at
missed one-half day. to-day is engaged, and proceeded to for appendicitis, from the effects of
000
occasions;
Walton
Viola
11.05
Lakes),
Oquossoc (Kangeley
Mt. Mica dollars on Ratcliffe's life had been
was observed
by
successful
Manchester
most
at
Sunday
pre- Names of scholars promoted to fifth show why it was the
which she died. Funeral
J. S Wright's. Mrs. True is the widow
Connection is made at Oquossoc with
Fellows as the annual
field in which to work. The real prob- where she was buried.
of the iute I). N. True, an old resident Lodge of Odd
viously assigned to Everett (In justice
steamers to and from Rangeley, giving
A large number of to Everett it should be stated that he grade:
memorial
reach
Sunday.
now
and
home
the
School,
of
Borton
Sunday
lem
The
of South Paris, and has many friends
morning papers
Myrtle Bean.
Freddie Graves.
time for a beautiful sail the entire length
for Norway on the morning mail.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs assembled at bas made arrangements with his counsel Gertrude Davis.
Viola Walton.
wht. are always glad to see her.
says he, is not to save our children,
3 hours for dinner
Howard Davis.
and of Rangeley Lake and
the hall at 2 p. m., and the regular me- to assign this insurance to the dead boy'i Gladys 8pl 1er.
them
to
how
the
but
that
are
Norway
keep
is
It
saved,
reported
they
Verna Howe.
Lake House and sight seeHazel Martin.
Herbert Tapley, who has been in morial service of the order was used.
is that the child Paris Street Railway have purchased at Rangeley
It is also claimed that there it Alton
The
saved.
problem
mother.)
Albert
Bonney.
Booney.
Massachusetts for the past year, has They then marched to Riverside Cemo- a well defined cut in Ratcliffe's throat
into the Christian life. from the Lewiston, Bath and Brunswick ing.
Those who left off the most times in may grow up
Fare from Mechanic Falls to Rumford
joined his family at Birney Field's. Mr. tery, where there were exercises includ- some two inches or more in length and
School
should, he states, bo road a car, a side seat vestibule. It is
The
Sunday
the fourth grade, Myrtle
Falls and return 11.05. Returning train
Tapley took possession of Ideal Laundry ing prayer, selections by a male quar- that a bloody knife has been found a! spelling are in
the spirit of progress. hoped that the wheels are round.
characterized
by
third
Bean eleven times. In the
grade
p. if,, arriving at
Monday morning and will run it for the tette, the decorating of the graves, and the scene of the tragedy.
a good thing out have it.
Benj. B. Bicknell is taking James leaves Oquossoc 3.35
Earl Fifield twenty times. In the second If there is
present. Mr. Huard, the present pro- a very appropriate address by Hon.
Match the spirit of worldliness with an Shedd's place as clerk in £. F. Bicknell's Lewiston 7.05 p. m.
Attorney Barnes arrived from
County
À
times.
sixteen
Bernioe
Simpson
About seventy
prietor, will soon go to Lowell, Mass.
S.
Wright.
James
earnest spirit of
Tickets at one fare the round trip will
spirituality. store for a few weeks.
Houlton Saturday night and immediately grade
was gotten up and equally
used in all for decorating. went to work on the case. As a result baked bean dinner
and Mrs. W. W. Wbitmarsh en- also be sold from and to intermediate
One child taught te grow up into Christ
As Mrs. F. C. Tribou and her mother, wreathe were
Capt.
In
the
afterscholar·.
the
immedi* enjoyed by
mean a strong church for the next tertained tbe Silver Gray whist party at stations where trains are scheduled to
Mrs H. D. Tribou, were driving down
One of tbe social events of the past he took possession of the body
noon a number of visitors were present may
their new home on Bridge Street Friday stop.
from their cottage at Norway Lake Wed- week was tbe reception by tbe junior ately after the funeral services Sunday
Passengers from line of Grand
at the exercises after which ice cream 50 years.
The following officers were elected:
Trunk R'y can connect with this excurevening.
nesday, they were run into by another class of Paris High School tendered to afternoon and arranged for an autopsya and cake was served. The programme
Mrs. W. H. Robinson of Yarmoutb- sion at Mechanic Falls both going and
President—Bev. J. W. Oheebro.
team on Crockett Bridge and both the member· of the class of 1907, Prin- which was made Monday morning
was:
Vlce Prenldenls—Rev- T. N. Kewley, De*. ville, formerly of Norway, is visiting her returning.
room ai
Grace
Miss
undertaking
ladies thrown out of the carriage. No
the
assistants,
Thayer's
and
cipal Clason,
School. Crockett, Wlnflrld Gould.
Flag Salute,...
bones were broken but both ladies were Rounds, and Miss Puriogton, Thursday Sonth Paris.
Norway friends.
GEO. F. EVANS, Vice President and
8ec. snd Trea·.—Ml»· Jeule Tolman.
Concert Reading—Woodman, Spare That Tree.
Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Penley, wife of General
will
It
About
Curtis.
shaken
Hall.
and
bruised.
R.
...Leon
thirtyA.
in
G.
Recitation—Our
severely
Flag
up
Manager.
evening
went to Bangor thii Recitation—The Dandelion,
Ellen
Curtis
Mrs.
her
at
Norway
Marlon Simpson.
Charles S. Penley, died
be some time before Mrs. F. C. recovers. six were
F. E. BOOTH BY, General Passenger
present and enjoyed the follow- Monday morning as a delegate from thii Recitation—Thanksgiving,
Leo Walton.
Fryeburg Academy.
home after years of sickness, Monday,
25-31
Oaale Abbott.
V\ bile at work last Wednesday fore- ing programme:
of the Ladies of the G. A Recitation—Vacation
The spring term closed Friday, June the 10th. She was tbe daughter of and Ticket Agent
Ethel Walker.
SueM. Wheeler. organization
Recitation—The Honey Bee
at 7:30 p.m., the
η·"ΐη. one of the linemen of the electric Solo, At>#ent,
June
convention.
state
16,
R.
to
the
14.
Sunday,
Haael
Martin.
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Frost,
the
Will
and
and
«ot
Charles
Recitation—The
(Foster)
Forgotten
Way,
Solo, When You Know You're
Will Cash of Oxford, fell from
Recitation—When Freddie Goes to Bed,
baccalaureate sermon before the graduat- born Apr. Θ, 1846. She married Mr. Penby the Girl You Cant Forget.
The summer schedule on the Gran(
Bertha 8ee1ey.
Heleo M. Barne».
the top of a pole near the Grand Trunk
in the Congregational church,
Funeral
class,
children.
No
18(30.
ing
in
ley
Bose A. Murphy. Trunk went into effect Sunday morning
Recitation—The Building of the Nest,
Flanders of Fall
station, and broke his right leg half way Beetling Girl Like You Loved a Boy Like
Verna Howe. given by Rev. Walter B.
Thursday, the 18th, by Rev. B. S. RideI>net, If a
With the exception of two trains it i
is
at
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Mr.
School.
between the knee and ankle. He with
Andrews
Mass.
Rulub
present
Mtrle Newton,
Kitty, My Kitty
River,
jle
out.
Trains g< Singing—My
last summer.
Recitation—The Little Doll,...Bernice Simpson. the acting financial secretary for the
Buoy A. Clark. the same as
another lineman was at work removing Solo, Because of You
W. C. Leavitt, Fred W. Sanborn and
down at 4:51 and 9:34 a. u and 4:04 r Recitation—The Origin of the Birds,
some of the poles and had just released After the entertainment a sociable was
Gertrude Davis. academy.
Merton L. Kimball, Esq have enjoyed a
p. u
and
10:15
A.
3:26
9:57
at
u.,
M.; up
the guy wires attached to the pole upon
Mary Abbott.
Monday evening, at 7:30 p. m., in the fisbing trip at Ketchum this week.
enjoyed and ice cream, cake and fancy All except the 9:34 and 3:26 are daily ex Recitation—What Robin Told Me, Verna
Howe.
» ntch
Song,
he was working. The base was crackers were served.
church, the prize speakexcur
Davis. Congregational
Berlin
Howard
the
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Recitation—Summer
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presses,
are chosen, three
rotten and as soon as its support wai
.Helen Lowell ing. The contestants
Recitation—The Rose
the latter part of sion runs on the same time as before.
the
in
woods,
Fire
Born.
Hot weather will soon be here.
taken
it toppled over, carrying
from each of the three lower classes.
Recitation—Mary H ad-a Little Lamb.
south of the village
afternoon,
Doris
Kerr.
Thursday
the
June 18, at 2 p. m.,
joung Cash with it. His fall was broken
B0L.STKB DI8TBICT.
Tuesday,
line
near
Cold
Trunk
School.
LADIES' WHITE OXFORDS,
Bird Dialogue,
*
at the Congregak-v l^e telephone wires across on the Grand on the George Richards
In Paris, June 10, to the wife of Albion J,
Freddie Graves. graduating exercises
A. O. Wheeler Is building a piazza.
Recitation—Housekeeping
κ
a
exercises
wnich
the
he fell, but the next instant b< Water Brook,
'laughter
After
·
church.
Hatch,
PUMPS AND SANDALS,
the
Woke
Before
tional
Recitation—I
Morning,
caused conaiderable excitement, and
In North Parle, June 9, to the wife of Leroy
Frank Clark is at borne assisting hi
*a.s thrown to the
Gladys Splller. reception will be given on the grounds at
ground, striking lot,
a eon.
J.
Abbott,
Girls.
Maaon
Three
the
Manufacturing
$1.75, 1.50, 1.25
with
from
Do'ls,
alarm
Dialogue
father in his farming.
House.
heavily upon another prostrate-pole. II an
In Porter, Jane 5, to the wife of Daniel Week*,
...Viola Walton the Alumni
Recitation—Hezekiah Bruce,
Co. as well as others. The section crew
a concert will be a eon.
was some time before a physician could
Bean.
a
ii
evening
Recitation—An
Chicken,
Myrtle
the
Tuesday
Egg,
day
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler spent
MISSES' WHITE OXFORDS,
to put out the fire but could not.
orSchool.
oe located.
Singing—America,
An examination after tb< tried
given in the church by Chandler's
the Mason Manufacturing Portland last Saturday.
ι .00, 90c.
doctor β arrival on the scene of accident They notified
of Portland assisted by other
chestra
Married.
with a crew of workmen, toGreat improvements have been mad
This will be followed
the fact that a bad fracture wai Co., who
talent.
Portland
from C. B. Cummlngs
CHILD'S WHITE OXFORDS,
•he result, both bones being broken anc gether with men
in Fairview Cemetery in the past week
The follow- by a dance at Wiley's Hall with music
Porter Street Primary.
In Norway, June 8, by Rev. E. S. Cotton, Mr
Sons' mill of Norway, quickly r*
one in two
Harold A. Anderson and Mlu Either L. Tower
were not abaent daring the rendered by the same orchestra.
Massaohusett
pupils
places. The young man ii à
to
went
ing
$1.00, 90c., 75c., 60c.
Eva
Swett
fire
Miss
the
had
to the call and soon
of Norway.
now as comfortable as
The present senior class takes 16 out both
wit spring term:
possible at hit , sponded
In Rochester, Ν. H., May 28, by Rev. II. Lock
C. W. Bowker, chief en Saturday to spend a few weeks
control.
under
will
enter
these
of
ami
Rochester
Velma I. Twltchell.
of the school. Eight
Vernon C. Hanlln.
hoarding place at Norway.
hurt, Mr. Qeorge W. Chapman of
Blanche Θ. Lane.
gineer of the South Paris Fire Depart relatives.
Elwin a. DeCoster.
Nellie P. Charles of Stowe.
college and others expect to pursue Misa
Fred W. Bonney has recently complet ment, was notified also, but no alarm
Florence E. Leach.
Carroll McAllster.
In Welchvllle, Jnne 10, by Rtscoe V. Staple*
Settees for Moore Park.
schools.
in
studies
higher
of Bethel and
Ada MCA lister.
Suit
II
» tent, or rather a canvas
house was given to call out the companies.
Robert Dennlson.
Ktq Mr. Everett Clareuce Staples
The class parts are as follows:
Bernard W. Leach.
Ye·, sir, real settees, with backs t
Misa Sophronla ttta Peaco of Otlsfleld.
staii.hng on the lawn at his residence 01 1 Is supposed the fire was started by s
dowr
June 11, by Bev. A. D. Colaon, Mr
Address.
In
Bethel,
frames—fastened
iron
Opening
and
KrnestG.
Flfleld,
or
one
'em,
absent
one-half
Those
day:
day
•'K'i Street, which embodies a largi » passing locomotive.
Closing Address. Walter French and Miss Lulu BryantDe Purest Week·
The kind that a man can spread hlmsel
Glenor A. McAllster.
Leon M. Allen.
Oritlon
number of original ideas in the matte
In Bethel, June 8, Mr. Harry Hastings and
Abraham J. Some·,
an on with comfort to enjoy the beauties ο
Herman B. Wood worth. Veola I. de Lauzon.
crew
and
Hammond
R.
..-...-History. Mrs. Eva Whidden.
r
Warren
οι conveniences and comforts.
Ο.
is
It
George
Benjamin
onl;
S.
Dennlson.
Mabel
I.
Allen.
Harlan
Gift·.
of
Presentation
Leon* B. Atkinson
r building a camp on the shore of Shagf ; nature adorned.
* y feet on (he
Erna P. McAllster.
Mllo McAllster.
Clas· Emy.
ground, but the
South Paris.
Nellie Maaterton,
for Arthur Ε
They arrived last week, and were in Henry Wood worth.
Louise Powers.
*hich covers it is made longer and widei Pond in Woodstock
Died.
an
of
them,
Bernard'Hardin.
The scholars who have stood highest
Earl JohneoB.
installed,
eight
in
started
mediately
Thursday
«> as to give a
I
Forbes.
shelter*
They
ι^β out-door
with their average ranks for the fall and
it fai the park is better fitted than ever to fo
Promoted to the 5th grade:
wldov
•pace. There is a carpeted door, ant 1 morning, and Saturday night had
In Paris, Jane 1, Mrs. Mary Tryphena,
siti » fill its fnnotion as a park.
winter terms are as follows:
Mildred W. Ames.
Velma 1. Twltchell.
'* k"''* ow » knock-down fram 5 enough along to lock up. The camp
of Joslah Churchill, aged 70 years.
doc
been
haa
£
work
of
Ratcllff,
if·
amount
G.
GVenor
A.
ί
A
Lane.
McAl'ster.
Ed
aged
Blanche
Flfleld
G.
June
hard
beat—abou
it
is
to
13,
(car
Ernest
large
In Paris,
which holds it in shape perfectly. It i ι is one which
J. Maxim.
Vernon C. Hardin.
Almee Ballard......
2® years.
mainl; r on the park this spring, and it looks s1 Mildred
Jamei
of
wife
Leon
M.
Allen.
Mrs.
Lizzie,
'ell
H.
Powers.
Ne'
Wentwoitb
supplied with doors and windows at eac! t five roda from the highway, but
Jane
Herbert
8,
In
Bethel,
**·
well as it eve.- did in the world. It
Vera Cameron,
«ηα, all properly screened. The gu f screened from sight, among the trees
Hodgadoi.
Hattib M. Leach.
of north, with a gen one of the best kept parks in the stat
In Hiram, Jnne S, Silas Bradbury Durgln
the summer vacation Miss An'"pes of the Hy are attached to rolls s« t facing a little west
During
<W years.
ii ι and a credit to the plaoe.
white
of
Lne
sand
beaoh
ο
will
»
th
to
is
the programme given at na Barrows and Miss Webster
open aged
tly eloping
frames, with a weight bung
Following
de·
in Worcester, Mass, June β, Aln-tls Houghton
For sixteen years I have fitted glasses to
mountain viei
aged 71 yean
the Porter Street school:
♦ *°
the rope· are kept at th » front, and a magnificent
the two dormitories for all who desire to widow of H. Hamlin Houghton,Keslah
TEXAN.
me s
J. (Hill
fecOve eyes and nothing else—that makes
A fine spring of wate
In Norway, June 14, Mrs.
dur·
in
across the pond.
board
and
Idle
room
tiMloi in all kinds of weathei
School.
Fryeburg
:
Dandelion,.
Singing—Little
engage
Noble, widow of Henry Noble, aged 94 years,
Mr. E. W. Goodloe, of 107 St. Lou
rods from tbe door. Th »
specialist. If yoar eye· trouble yon la any way,
"r·
Singing—How Do Ton Like to Go Up in a
the Bummer.
i
to the
Bonney has been putting in hi s is about twenty
....
months, 19 days.
School. ing
and If you want expert advtoe In regard
when completeBwlng ?
St., Dallas, Tex., says: "In the pa
who desire
June 10, Mrs. Sarah Ellsabetl 1
school
of
the
In
spare time on the tent for about thr« β camp consista—or will
friends
Norway,
I
Any
with D
Recitation—Caraway Splinters, Erna McAllster.
01 years, > same, cone to the mas who la a specialist, whe
become
-1
have
to
be
com
I
8.
acquainted
C.
of
aged
fenley,
wife
year
Roaooe Benson. copies of the catalogue just published Penley,
Recitation—A Earner's Life,
months, and as he is known to be a worl > of a kitchen large enoughwhere
ι day.
does one thing only. No charge tor eye examln
room
peopl » King's New Life Pills, and no laxative Recitation—The Merry Robins,..Louise Powers, may obtain them by addressing the prin- month*,
In Manchester, Ν. H., June 11, Hattte Merrill atlons or consultation.
JMn who never leaves anything until i t fortable, a a sma'l
so effeotnally/dispow
tried
Four Leaf Clover,
flooi
with
ever
before
Recitation—The
tent
a
;
18
vestibule,
»s u near
years.
may aleep,
formerly of Norway, aged
perfection as he can get il
Veola de Lançon, ! oipal.
don
Tbe artificial part ο ί of malaria and biliousness." They
In Brownfleld, June 8, Alonzo Thompson.
tnere is ao need of saying that beside a and all out-doora.
School
lng, Sing, Lily Bell, Ring,
<'
In Upton, May 39, Stephen E. Morse, aged
A board ο ι, grind nor gripe. 25 cents at F. A. Shnr
neat
bat
little
la
outfit
q
the
a
Richardson's.
Perolln at J. P.
having all possible convenience·, it is
year*. 7 days.
Q.Lane
bear the perhap ». leff à Co.'s.
Prat
will
June
front
N.
9,
Joseph
h
the
J.,
strut
gable
Orange,
In East
®xc««jjngij neat and handsome
.Leon M. Alien.
Recitation—Advlo·,
lye Specialist, Norway, Me. Τ·!. 1M.
Perolln at J. P. Richardson's.
t somewhat grandiloquent bat prottabl r'
aged 91 years, 7 months.
School
Singing—The Scissors Grinder,
Parolln
at J. P. Riohardeon's.
*
unique mm, "Shaggrock."
r-

Norway,

Klain,

Get

a can

see

for

chair,

to-day at our Paint Department and
wonderfully it will rejuvenate an old
piece of furniture that is badly marred.

of Jap-A-Lac

yourself

how

in fact any

or

It

in 16 colors.

comes

TUESDAY, June 18^1907,
At 9 o'clock, A. M.
We will give away 10015c. cans to the first 100
Ladies who call for the same.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
QS MARKET

SQUARE,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Sunaay

■

Our Men's

RANGELEY LAKES

Γκ

Ladies

Buy

White Shoes
Now.

$1.00
Straw Hats
the best that

are

be

can

sold for the price.

Other grades of Men's
Straws at 50c., 75c., and up

$2.00.

to

A nice assortment of boys'
yacht and soft straws from
15c. to 50c.
Men's and
in fact most

for

Caps, light

Crash ηηΊ Golf

everything

prices possible

J.

bpys

in

goods

headgear

sun: mer

of

equal style

and

at

and

airy,

the lowest

quality.

F. PLUMMER, £££&.
ME,
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

Telephone 106-3.

$1.25,

j^'ealed

Marked Down

are

j have delayed buying these garments because it has been

ing company.
The testimony given at the coroner1!
inquest cannot be published as officia
until signed by the witnesses. It show
ed in substance, however, that upor
The Pythian Sisters enjoyed a very various occasions the
buildings of tb<
pleasant time after their regular meeting mining company had been broken intc
last Thursday evening.
Refreshments and ammunition and other
things stolen,
were served and there was a good atThe company, under the direction oi
tendance.
Supt. Batcheller, baa made earnest ef-

F. Hull of Kansas City, Mo., is
his
here with
a vacation
and Mrs. A. C. Hall.

H

VI

Edgar

Milton McAlister is spending his summer vacation from the theological school
in preaching at Flagstaff.
We wish him
the best of success in his laboaa.

P^itioD

PABI8

fatality

the past spring and up to thetime.c
this fatality been employed by Sool
Colby on bis farm east of Crocker Hil
Dr. James O. Littlefield and Coronc
William J. Wheeler of South Paris wei
immediately summoned. Ratcliffe wa
found to be still breathing when Di
Littlefield arrived, but was terribl
mangled and bruised, one foot bein
completely gone and the legs bad!
mangled. The upper portion of tb
body was badly bruised and out. Tb
body was thrown about eight feet fron
the bouse. Ratcliffe died about 10:9
o'clock and Coroner Wheeler orderec
the remains taken to Paris Hill and im
paneled the following jury for an in
quest which was held Friday morning a
the Hubbard House: Sumner E. Newell
George W. Cole, James L. Chase, Her
bert P. Hammond, and U. Hiram Heald
The jury visited the scene of the ez
plosion, after which they met at tbi
Hubbard House, and after examinini
several witnesses and deliberating unti
2:30 p. m., brought in a verdict that tb<
death of
J. Ratcliffe was cause<
by an explosion of dynamite which oc
curred at the Crocker Hill mine οι
Thursday, June 13tb, the causo of saic
explosion being unknown, and further
more that the deceased bad no Iega
right to be on the property or breaking
and entering the buildings of the min

iUves of Auburn visited hie
A. C. Wheeler, a few
The Rev. Cbas. F. Parsons, presiding
elder of the Central District, will preach
date last week.
iu the Methodist church next Sunday
Mertuii Millett, who has been attendschool in Dorchester, morning, June 23.

automobile
raiLome
for vacation.

HILL

OF

building proved it to be Edgar J. Ra
son of Joseph and Mary J. Ra1
home Fridaj
a young man about 23 years ol(
for the sum
who has formerly lived at Paris Hil
afterwards at Norway, and has durin

Mm. W. H. Hooper of Lynn, Mass., le
Louis Keene, Γ. of Μ., '10 has a posiWaterville during the summer visiting her mother, Mrs. FrothingtK,„
r

shocking

cliffe,
cliffe,

Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Little spent tht
greater part of last week at Harpswell,
getting their cottage in readiness for th«

daughter. Mrs.

BATCLIFFB

1er, Daniel Winslow and Elmer Gun
minga hurried over to the mine. ▲
examination of the man who was in tfa

t

Η η. A. P. Gordon of Fryeburg was li
town on business several days last week
He was accompanied by Mrs. Gordon.

g^e

J.
or

CBOCKKB

■

Good Cheer meeting Wednesday after

attendance

Me'iien Camming· is the new bag
muster at the South Parie station.
ii
Up, Rounds' house on Main Street
'br likened by a new coat of paint.

at

tim

tied and in company with

Mrs. Dr. Stewart spent the greatei
part of last week with relatives in Lewiston and Sabattua.
noon.

nace

<

I DO A Β

in town witl

Ββν. Τ. Ν. Kewtey. ΡΜοι
lirayer meeting 10 00 A. M. i
David Rounds of Danville is
10 *5 a. M.; SabUth Scboc
of Mrs. Rounds and Mr. J. D.
M.
,rth League Meeting 6 00 P.
■1
7
30
p.
«.
a few
We Inesday evening

« «■

j

«<·"'·

visiting friend ■

Mrs. A. M. Whitman went Saturday t 3
About 9:80 o'clock Thursday evenir
Portland for a few days.
Superintendent Η. B. Batcheller of tl
The qnarterly conference will be hek ι Crooker Hill mining plant, situated tn
mile· eaat of Paris Hill, was oalled np t
Saturday evening at 7:30.
telephone and informed by hi· nig]
A few days of real summer at lasl
watchman at the mine, Wallace (
Let us hope it is here to stay.
Everett, that he had caught a man wt
had broken into the powder horn
Mrs. Lucelia Morton spent a few
day where the dynamite and other expli
in the Mountain Diatrict last week.
sivee are stored; had locked the victii
Mrs. Whittemore and Mrs. Alber t into the hooee and that while on his wa
Wheeler went to Lewiston Saturday.
to the telephone an ezploeion had o<
curred at the powder house.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Russell of Leed 1
Sheriff Hiram R. Hnbbard was not
are
a few
1

,)dSuJ' /«vice
^
;;
M-j,

!K'··■

Km

Mrs. Fred Hall is «pending a week wit 1
relatives in Portland.

TH paris ίΟβ orne*.
Hour.: 7 » Α. «. to 7 30 ». ■.
IH.I

Ο*.

Miss Joli» Morton is

NORWAY.

Dlktogoe—Tb· Sqaimlt
Tb# Last Dey «if Sdwol.
Bernard Leach, Boçooe Benijon, Klmer Deaa,
Instead of th« naoal graduation, th«
Henry Woodworth, Robert Dennlaon,
George Walton, Bemud Hardin, Karl Johnson.
class of 1907, of Paris High School, took
School.
α ne,
Singing—J
Mary Lowell of Augusta It ▼ialtlnj
• trip to Washington In the early spring, Heciutlon—Puaaic'e
.'..Minnie H11L Μη. V. W. Hills for ten
Gray,
day·.
Jfriday morning the class with relatives, fcdtt*»-»
C. B. Cummings & Sons are doing ι
iwMteacher· and friend· gathered in thi
the
""
at
business
"Upper Sai r
""
school room at 8 o'clock to reoeive theii
"""Îik, M,»»,,. rushing
Mill." The large amount of logs i
diploma· and parting address. Rev. Mr. Recitation—A Baby'· Welcome.
Mildred J. Maxim. being sawed as rapidly M possible.
our
Clifford, Superintendent of School·, ad- Becltatlon—Out In the Country,
Ada MeA Hater.
E. C. Thompson Is making market
dressed the class in orief hot impressive Becltatlon—A
Imoat Like a Mother.
bis Beal Street house
with
progress
Mabel I. Allen.
remarks, after which he gave the diWilliam P. Durell has his house u]
plomas to Principal Claaon who present- Becltatlon—The Boy that Smllea,
Harlan Dennlson. and boarded.
Jesse K. Brown is hea<
ed them to the following:
Charles Hardin. man for Mr. Durell.
Recitation—My Country
the
an
Letter Twttchell,
Dialogue—A Summer School, Including
Ralph Gray,
Lejune 0. Burt his sold his Oxfor< ι now
Edmund Peverley,
song·, The Bluebird, Happy, Happy
Llewellyn Lowe,
Mrs
Br aixteen children. place to Mrs. Alfred Hobbs.
Bird· Are We,
Louie Clark,
Edgar Barrett,
Recitation—The Girl that Wouldn't Eat Croat,
Addle Lord,
Nettle Mason,
Hobbs has leased her Water Street placi
Mil'I red A me·.
Annie Muzxy,
Fannie BUbee,
ti
Elmer Dean. to Charles W. Moore, and moved on
Recitation—4 Boy'· Dilemma,
Leona Pen ley.
Myron Faroum,
Florence Leach. her Oxford plaoe.
Bobina,
Nettie Mason had the highest rank ol Recitation—Merry
Woodworth.
Herman
Recitation—Boys,
The Norway National Bank roomi ,
the class, Louis Clark and Addie Lord Recitation—Keep a Trying. Henry Woodworth.
have been greatly improved with a net
Recitation—Some Fanny Folk·, George Merrill
■—————
r
following.
I Recitation—Planting the Kitten, Blwln DeCoatcr. steel ceiling. The painting was done b]
School. W. P. Morton.
are Many Flag·
ETON SUITS in blue, brown and black Panam*, jacket
Singing—'There
1
Dialogue—Story of Concord and Lexington.
Frank H. Beck is making improve
handsomely trimmed with strap· and silk braid, fançy
Glenor McAUater.
America
The three echoola in the brick build.Bernard Leach. mente and repairs on and about hli 1
Independence
Teat, collar and cnffa trimmed to correspond, taffeta
of
in
the
observance
united
Flag
Blanche Lane
ing
History
store, corner Main and Cottage Streets
Amea.
Mildred
with
the
•ilk
lined, 9 gored skirt with two box plaits in front,
Poetry
Day
following programme:
C. L. Hathaway and Dr. B. F. Brad
El win DeCoeter.
Fame,
School.
10.50
Flag Son*
and aide plaits at each seam,
their buildiogs.
band of young patriote.
have
I
Children
bury
representing
painted
Flag Salute.
Chorne of pupils.
foi
for
the
current
The
officers
Harold
Merrill.
trimof
year
dark
and
Origin
Flag Day
SUITS of light
fanoy mixtures, pony jacket,
School—Salute Flag.
The Flag above the School Hoase,
the Universalist Sabbath School are:
med with straps of own material, fancy braid, satin
Laara Adkln·. Binding—America.
Tab
eaux.
P.
Stiles.
Superintendent—Mom*
Our Colore,
Mildred Walton.
$12.50
lined, 11 gored aklrt with 24 aide plaits,
Vice-Superintendent—Mrs. Emma H. Mann.
Hilda and
Chandler.

Blow· Up li Fenrécr Howe.

i

Also

Trunks, Bags,

W. 0.

d,"

Cases.

Frothingham,

Specialist

ί

Specialist

A~FORTUNATE

I

I

—

DR.

PARMËNTER

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.
the

All
We have a splendid line to show you this season.
we can suit you.
styles, all kinds of leather. We know

new

$3 50 and $4.00
$300
$2 50

SOROSIS,

EVANGELINE

NEW CENTURY
WELLESLEY,..
Other Lines for..'

$1.50

and

$2

00

$1.25

is a bargain. Remember you c>n find what
lines of all kinds of
We
here.
carry one of the largest
you want
Trunks,
of
I
line
Hag·» and
a
Also
goo
footwear in the State.
Suit Case·.

Every kind

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House Block,

Norway, Maine.

Toloph one

11Β·β.

PIANOS.

pianos

that

are on

the market.

W. «Γ. Wheeler db Co.,
BUllngs BlooH,

»uth

DECORATE.

Black Stallion, White Ankles Behind, 16 Hands,

,

Weighs 1200 lbs.

Sired

a.ii i-a
a.19 1-4
a.ai M

SIR* UK

Lor>l Derby
Rattle ton
Lonl Mar·
••t dam

Orvld (p)
Wanlwell
Architect

Γ.

Slater of

Dexter
Alma
Astoria

2.30

2.08 14 I
2.08 14
1
2.0»

Pa-slug Belle (p)
King Charles (ρ)
Moonstone (p)

3 30

by KENTUCKY PRINCE, M?®·
Sire of

Guy

2.30

3d dam LADY DEXTER

S.15 1-4
2 16 1 4
2.1814

DAM Η OF

FEROLINE

Slitter of
Dexter Pi Icce sire of 58 In
Dam of
Great Expectation·
She of
Mike fibber (p)
Fml D. King (p)

(p)
(p)

Elolac
Mlrable
A nil 8!< others In

2.21*4
2.24 14

by HAMBLETONIAN

2 09 1-2
2.15
2.1614
2 JO

10.

Sire

Dexter

2.17 14
2.283-4
2.29 1-2

of

Nettle
Orange Girl

Ami 38 other· In

2.17 M I
1
S.18
2.20
2.30

PRODUCE OF JEWEL.
1892
18W
1X94
18»
18H8

b f Rhinestone (<1ea·!) by Mambrlno King.
big Point I>e*ter 2.21 1-2 (eoltl) by Mam
brino King.
ch f The Brown Pearl by Msmbrlno King.
ch g Lonl March 2.111-2 by Mambrlno

King.

ch g Dlaraon·! King 2.19 1-4
brlno King.

(»oM) by Maui

b g The .Jeweler (eolil) by Atbanlo.
rb f The Diamond by Rex Aroerlcu*.
bl c The Decorate by Dare Devil.
Mleae<l.
ch f (ileail).
MIsae<l.
b f The Jolly Girl by the Beau Ideal.

1S<7
1*<8
I8-.9
19υυ
l'.wl
1902
l'.«>3

bord.e™V1^
u*Gj£"°h

whipped cream.

SPONQE BOUHDB.

Cut circles an inch thick from stale
and by .cooping out a little
of the crumb, make them like shallow
tartlets; heap with berries, and add

sponge-cake,

When the five conveyances pictured
sugar and whipped cream.
above have been rightly guessed the
CHABLOTTB BUSSE.
STBAWBBBBY
arwhen
will
letters
initial
properly
Rub lightly a round mould or deep,
ranged spell the uauie of a country
that has recently attructed much at- round cake-pan with a little> oliveι o»,
Beat till
on It press ladyflngers, split.
tention—St. Nicholas.
stiff a pint of cream, and then slowly
fold Id a level tableepoonful of gelatine
No. 134.—Simple Arithmetic.
dissolved in half a cup of cold water and
Veal, less a consonant plus a prepo- stirred into enough
warm cream to
sition plus an adverb meaning to this make it smooth; half a cup Is plenty,
this is to be cooled, of course, before
or that extent, equals a young king.
putting it In. Sweeten It to taste, and
put it into the mould; set away for two
No. 13b.—Diagonal.
turn ou» on a platter, and wurWhen the following words have been hours,
rouod with berries rolled in sugar. Tue
rightly guessed and written one below cream
may be colored with strawberry
another In the order here given the dijuice, if it is desired.
left
the
at
upper
(beginulng
agonal
STBAWBBBBY BUSSE.
hand letter and ending with the lower
Bake a sponge cake in a circle mouldI ;
right hand letter) will spell tbe name
turnout and cool; fill the centre with
of a famous man.
and put a quantity of
1. A discourse ou any subject. 2. To whipped cream,
hulled berries all around the outside.
coinpiuud. 3. Lassitude. 4. A Greek
STBAWBBBBY 8N0W.
coin. δ. Peoples. G. Seriously. 7. A

«jd

His
Decorate's colts are large, solid color, true gaited, with nice dispositions.
have
colts three-years-old this year are the best class and best individual· that I
Decorate will stand for service at the stable of W. J. Wheeler at $25.00
ever seen.
mares
to warrant. Mares not proving with foal can be returned free next year;
Parties
having bad luck and losing their foal can be returned free next year. * 19-20 numl>er.
losing their mares will have nothing to pty.

COUNT DIRECT.
Out of the dam of Chimesbrino

(4,)

2:28 1-2.

Director 19S9
Sire of 58; dame of 41
Kchora (greet brood mare)
by Echo 461

Recorl

Sire of
1-2.
Dlre.tly 2:08 1-4; Direct
Hal 2 KM 1-4; Bonnie Direct
2 ιβ 1-4 unit 51 other·.
Beetle H&l
Dam of Direct Hal 2 KM 3 4.

Direct Hal
Retort 2 :04 1-4. Winner of
IS races and over $25,iX)0
In one year. Hold· (wUb
world's
Prince Direct)
team
record,
im-iDK

ίΛβΙ-2.

I, The Countess.
Daiu of Cblnieebrlno
2:28 12.

Tom Hal, Jr.. 16934.
Sire of 16; dame of 17.
Dau. of Prince Pulaski.

..·····*■«·········

(4)

Aliuont, Jr. 1829.
Sire of 47 ; dame of 58.
Meiuiald (Urandam of 3}
Dictator 113.

by

The Countess, dam of Chimesbrino (4), 2:28 1-2, is out of Toilet, dam of Geyser
own sister
Boy, 2:20 1-4, and Residuary Legatee. 2:31 1-2. Her dam. Mermaid,
to La Oscaletta, 2:29 3-4, and grandam of Lucretia, 2:20, and Blaine, 2:27.
Direct Hal, 2:04 1-4, non of Direct, 2:05 1-2 (sire of Directly, 2:03 1-4; Direct Hal,
2:04 1-4; Bonnie Direct (4), 2:05 1-4; Prince Direct, 2:07, and four others in
Tom Hal,
2:10, etc.); dam Bessie Hal (grandam of Hal Cbatlio, 2:0ό 1-4,) by
Jr., 16934.

Mambrino King, 1279, sire of Lady of tlie Manor, 2:04 1-4; Lord Derby, 2.Ό5 3 4;
Heir-at-Law, 2:05 3-4; Nightingale, 2:06; Mocking Boy, 2."08 1-2; King Charles,
of
2:08 1-2; Dare Devil. 2.Ό9; Moonstone, 2:09, and 62 others; and the dams
The Abbot, 2:03 1-4; The Monk, 2:05 3-4; Shadow Chimes, 2.Ό5; Council
Ed
Easton,
Chime·, 2:07 1-2; Dandy Chimes, 2:07 1-2; King Direct, 2:09 1-4;
2:09 34; Jersey Mac, 2:09 34; The Queen, 2:10 1-4; King Chimes, 2:10 3-4, etc.
Count Direct, 15, 2 1-2 tall, 1000 lbs., sou of of Direct Hal, the gretest race-horse
in the grand circuit of 1Θ03.

to

$25

Warrant.

WILL STAND AT THE STABLE OF

WHEELER,

J.

W.

South

Paris,

Maine.

largest and

them all growa

"WHAT

showiest blossoms of

on a

abort, ·ΙοΛ*

room

bed.

J08'?01*1?™1

jointed

round-stemmed,
creeping,
growth, ha* an immense pink
*<>"£·
the
beautiful aa an orchid, and rivaling

odoJ:

fairest rose of Persia in its
rare
Unfortunately the namea of
species are not well known, and the commoner varieties, which are also found.on
the coast elope, bear no auch gorgeous
array of bloasoma.

}beae
_
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STBAWBBBBY BASRETS.

This is the very prettiest form of the
shortcake; bake eponge cakes In small
oblong pane, and when cool remove the
Get a little green angelica, the
centres
candied sugar cane, from the grocer or a
The H«lp Question.
"Can you oblige me with a little help, confectioner, and soak It In warm water
until It bends easily; then cut It Into
lady':" asked the tramp.
strips and put one over each cake so as
"No," was the response. "I'm afraid
Fill the baskets with
to form a handle.
not. All my help left this morning. It's
berries, sprinkle them with R"Kar« and
suburbs."
the
In
to
Ret help
very hard
send to the table on a round platter.
You should suy: "To whom! To whom!"
Not "To who! To who!"
—St. Nicholas.

CURED

HEMORRHAGES

OF

ME?"

ASKED

uere

to

see

were

n

subjects.

The Way Men Act When They Lo··
Their Head· snd Nerve.
What has most struck me In my
many experiences of shipwrecks hue
been the strangely diverse ways in
which the (Kisseugers acquit tliem
bel vos under intense excitement and
punie, said a lifeboat man to tlie

Double Acrostic: Primais
No. 124.
2.
and fluals -AYild rose. 1. Water.
Idaho. 3. Laces. 4. Douse.
No. 125.—Numerical Euigma: "Noth·
lug preaches better than the aut, ami

SI

iwi ΜΜΜ<Γ

ÎÏ

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Build1). C.
It is loeated in the
ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
The Government also
heart of the citv and is covered with Paroid Rooting.
It uses Paroid because it
etc.
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds nothing its e<|ual.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, wareIt is peror siding.
houses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing
cinder proof, light slate color,
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and
summer.
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in
What is eood for the Government will be good forvou. Write for free sample
name of nearest dealer.
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask ior booklet and
mad farm building plana.
Sand ■ 2 caul tump tot book of up-to-data poultry

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agents, South Paris, fie.

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

The Heart Can't Stand
Rheumatic Acid

—

Poisoning

Carpets

Wool
lu close out otid

To Free and Correct the Blood
Uric-0 Treatment is Advised

a

patterns and clean

up stuck.

There l« great danger In tbo«e «harp, shooting
pain* through the cheat around the region of the
It mean* that poisonous uric and rheumatic acid are there ready to iprlng and grip
t'gbtly the muscles controlling the heart'* action.
Don't neglect these warning*, they are the danYou
ger signala Nature Ha* he· to you for help.
mutt neutralize and drive theae dangerous poison· from f e ay item, or rooner or later tbey
heart.

Chas. F. Ridlbn,
Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,

NORWAY,
Ε. IV.

MAINE.
tWANULEK,

Builders' Finish !

will

overcome

The

you.

only true way to

cure

BheumaUani la to

Urio-O- It acta
gut at It front the
with marrelou· awlftnesa upon the muscles, kidney· and blood. Clear· oat the «and-llke deposits
In the muaclc·, force· the kidney· to perform
n»lde with

those duties for which they were designed and
neutralise· the acid within the blood.
Your phyalclan will admit that this 1* the only

true way to cure Kheuinsilani permanently, and
should know thit Uilco-0 la the one remedy that
wl 1 do It successfully and permanently. Uric-Ο
a

—

ο

τ

ι

c

Weat

Sumaer,

CIAMDLER,

II

....

Maine.

cleaning days.

much

111 of

distressed vessel.
I've kjtnvn others who became so
Ktupetied witl» flight as to resist all at
tempts at rescuing them, begging to be
left to die and having to be forcibly

a

an

luto the lifelniat. iJmue |H?rsons frequently become half demented,
and I've known several cases where
they have in a frenzy committed suicide by positively jumping headlong
Into the sea and drowning themselves,
and one man to insure his sinking
tilled his pockets with coal.
Some years ago another passenger,
hearing the ship had struck, went and
drowned himself In the bathroom, anticipating his fate, as It were.
1 reuiemlter another case where a
passenger handed himself in his cabin

Create

shoes, please.

I call him down.

Yon can't tell a woman's age after she
Two rents, one of 5 rooms and the
lakes Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea.
>tber 6 rooms. Good spring water •1er complexion la fine. She is ronnd,
in both. Address, Mrs. Ε. H. Cum- plump and handaome; in fact she is
ronng again. 36 oents, Tea or Tablets.
; f. A. Shnrtlaff é Co. O. D. Stevens.
mings, Paris Hill, Maine.

STBAWBEBRY FRAPPE.

Take plain strawberry sherbet and
half freeze It; open the freezer and
quickly add a heaping cup of whipped
oream; stir lightly, close the freezer,
ind let it stand an hour before uaing.
STRAWBERRY

for coughs, colds and Inng
I know that it haa cared coninmption in the first stages." Ton
lever heard of any one using Foley's
Îoney and Tar not being satisfied. F.
L Shurtleff & Co.

preparation
rouble.

TBIFLE.

Make a rioh custard aa before; line a
{lass dish with strips of stale sponge
»ke or lady Angers dipped in cream;
Sunday School Teacher—Some little
md pot in a layer of sweetened berriee; ] >oys are good and some other· are bad.
;hen a second layer of cake, with berries ffhat kind
go to heaven?
ast. Pour the ooH custard over all, and
Small Johnny—Dead onea.
lecorate with a meringue made by stiffly
»eating the whites of two eggs with a
No greater mistake can be made than
ittle sugar; put the meringue on top in
ο conaider lightly the evldenoe of diaBazar.
with
berries.—Harper's
ipoonfuls,
nee In yonr system.
Don't take de··
•«rate chances on ordinary medicine·.
Mercerized cotton will wear muoh Jse Hoi lister's Rooky Monntaln Tea.
onger than ordinary darning odtton < 6 cents, Tea or Tablet·. F. A. Shurtleff
* hen used for mending.
, k Co. 0. D. Stevens.

11

/fll freight, except Live Stock, is insured against fire and marine risk.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

any other

as

entirely

thinking.

op.o

single

new

Κ ILL the COUCH

New Discovers

|

|f«C

ONSUMPTION
OLDS

Surest and ttuicBcat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Sale in South Paris.
Tbe hottHe and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah \\\ Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, las
two apartments of seven and eitfht rooms
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and in η
The grounds are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional Imuse
lots.
W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES «. WRIGHT, Agent, S. l'une.

They are

|,

I
i
rf

principle

Desirable Residence for Sale,

The Capt. H. N. Bolster home*
itead situated in South I*:iri·» village,
thoroughly finished, hot water he: t
ind all modern equipments attached,
Λ two story house, ell and stable,

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
For Male Cheap.

Second hand, six

horse power
and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

engine

TOWJf OF PA1IIH NOTICE.
The appropriation ma le for Snow RUN for the
y ear llXC has been expended. Any une bavin*
il enow bill notify the Selectman In your section
of the town of the amount of your snow bill .it
A town meeting and vote to ralM
»nce.
money I» the only correct way to pay the out·
si.nmling bills.
C. W. ROW Κ Kit, ) Selectmen
of
A. H. TUEI.I.,
PariΚ. Α. KARRAR, 1
1

J

60

Patents

Pilocarpin is a well-known agent for restoring the hair to
its natural color, where the loss of color has been due to a
disease of the scalp. It is not a coloring matter or dye.
This combination of curatives mixed with alcohol as a
stimulant, perfects the most effective remedy for hair and
scalp troubles known to day. 1'ei bottle, 50c.

can

draw the

nothing by applying

l*WiCaAxl(

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings si

wears

in Crayon, Water color,

long

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFS,
Nichai· St.,

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.argest olrTerms, 13 a
any arientlUc journal.
newsdealers.
year: four months, IL Sold by all

eolation of

ftUNN S Co.3e,Broedw New York
Branch Ofltce. 62> Κ SU Washington. D. C.

Γο %ll

PHOHITK NOTICE*.
Interest·.'·! In cither of the estai····

persons

a
hereinafter name I :
In
At a Probate Court, held at Kryebunr,
ind for the County of Oxford, on the tlret
one
Lor·!
our
of
In
the
year
ruesitay of June,

thousand nine bumlrv·! an·! seveu, The follow
:ng matter navlng l*:en present»··! for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicate·], It Is hereby
>s.drkkd:
That notice thereof be given to tl! persons In
«reste·! by causing» copy of this order to Ik
mbllahed three week» successively !n the "i
foul Democrat, a new-paix-r publish·· ! at south
Par'», In na!·! County, tnut they m.iy ι·|μ·λγ a'.thes
I'mliate Court to be hel 1 it l'a-t». on
h'rl TueS'l y of .luly, Α. I». I'«IT, at '■· of the
:lo k In the forenoon, ami tie lioan thereon If
h· y «oc lauK·.
le
JIB' Vis ItOUOI.AS, Inte of P»rter.
•su. β ; final an I private accounts pr. -· te I tor
dlowsnce by .loM-pblne Doug's s, »<lni!u!-t a

rit.

High Grade Portrait Work

so

Anyone tending a
quickly as<-ortain our optMon free whether
Invention u probably patentable. Communications strictly confidential. HANDBOOK ou Patents
sent freo. fildeM niirticy fur «ecuring patents.
Patenta taken through Mutin A Co. receive
tp<eijt nutiee, without chartu. in tbe

1 DDI SON" K. UKKKICK, Ju Ige of -al I Court
A true ropy—attest :
A I. HURT l>. I' A It Κ. It» Ί»ι<

No other lubrimode

and saves so much
horsepower. Next time
try Mica Axlc Grease.
Standard Oil Co.
■

druggists

STORE

&

TRADE MARKS
Design·
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description msy
an

Scientific American.

germs.

The horse

'»»ι·

HAIR TONIC

The famous Rexall "93" Ï lair Tonic is one of the*300
Rexall Remedies. It is compiled in chief of Rcsorcin, Beta
Naphthol and Pilocarpin.
Resorcin is one of the latest and most effective germ·
killers discovered by science, and in connection with Beta
Naphthol, which is both germicidal and antiseptic, a combination is formed which not only destroys the getms which rob
the hair of its nutriment, but creates a clean and healthy condition of the scalp, which prevents the development of new

load without help, if you
reduce friction to almost

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

the basis of "money back" if you are not
than satisfied.
This is frank, square, open-handed business,
that's all. But it made Rexall the great· st success
in the medicine world in a very short time.

Dont Push

Engine and Boiler

Steam

more

THE

Piice
50c & $1 .CO
Free Trial.

OUGHS and

element in the

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

L υ ΝC8

THt

Dr, King s

Wl'·

line.

Vexait "93"

CURE

AMD

in the Rexall platform
for
each
ill—not a cure-all.
remedy
Second—no secret combinations.
Every
formula has always been open to the public ; anyone can know what he is taking when he buys
The first

Optician.

NORWAY. MAINE,

was one

cant ever

j

Jeweler and Graduate

Pit quickly anil permanently cure* Kczema,
Itching Piles, Burn*, Cut», Sunburn, ami all
ekln <tl*ea«f>e, after all other remedies fall. M
(IruggUle, Mc. .«ample* by mall, 10c. Cur.\.
SMff
7.ema Co Watervllet, H. V.

on

Round Pond, Me., 1906.
"For several years I have used
L. P.* Atwood's Bitters and I recomnend them to anyone as the best
nedicine I ever used. For loss of
ippetite they are invaluable."
Mr. Alden Collamore.

>rgans "L. F." Atwood's Bitters remove
t he sensation of fullness and oppression,
< ieanse the bowels, and restore the apj wtite. 36c at druggists.

HILLS,

HAVE YOU TRIED CUP-X-ZEMA?

"want to

irea.se

<

FOR 5ALE.

The Alva Shurtlefl' house in South
Paris. Location on Pleasant Strett
Lot 75 to.
is one of the beet in town.
Dated at Portland, Maine, M;iv ^7,
room
Twelve
feet.
200
over
by
1907.
house, steam heat, Norway water
CHARLES A. STROl'T,
All in apple pie 4S-28
and spring water
lieceiver.
order.
A. E. SHURTLEFF,
South Paris.
I i8tf

an

to the wheels.

heartily without sufferindigestion is to realize
< >ne
of life's greatest pleasures.
By
I heir specific action on the digestive

as

always could.
Third—every Rexall remedy has been sold

a

To eat well and
i ng the pangs of

low

Rexall—and

Hearty
Appetite

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the beat

as

Why?
Simply because the Rexall remedies, from
their inception several years ago, started out on

thrown

Nasal Catarrh, an inflammation of the
delicate membrane lining the air passages, is not cured by any mixtures
taken into the stomach. Don't waste
time on them. Take Ely's Cream Balm
through the nostrils, so that the fevered,
swollen tissues are rdfeched at once.
Never mind how long you have suffered
nor how often you have been disappointed, we know that Ely'· Cream Balm will
cure you as it has cured others by the
50 cents.
All druggists,
thousand.
Mailed bv Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street,
New York.

always

country.

kidneys

Agnea—Yes,

24-26

of house

so

rates are

day

ment

J

fully soft, don't you?

TO LET.

STRAW HERRI KS.

Gunner—Homesick?
Guyer—Tee, it reminded him

Freight

other lines.

medicine manufacturers to stale on their labels any
injurious ingredients their remedies may contain.
We believe tii.it the Rexa.l remedies have
the creation of this sentihad as much to do

Just as the lifeboat arrived.—London
Mash a quart of berries, and add a
Tit-Bits.
syrup made by boiling a cup of sugar
TA
Ο
Kuroki listened to the Tale yell and
with half a pint of water for Ave minutes.
L
hastily made a remark to hi* aid.
■
Put in the juice of a lemon, and strain,
"What did the general say?" asked a
Looked Into the Wall.
ΟΙ
Β
freeze solid, and pack into a mould; student.
A rather peculiar case of absentΚ 4.
Β
V
Β
Β
turn out and garnish with whole berries.
8. Β
"He said," repeated the aid, "that if mindedness was that
related of Peter
Α
bis soldiers» bad been equipped with that
STRAWBERRY PARFAIT.
Burrowes, an Irish lawyer. A friend
Α
W
at Liaoyang the Russians would
yell
I
who called on Burrowes at an early
«Make a syrup of three-quarters of a have been scared beyond rifle range."
F
■
hour one morning found him shaving
cup of sugar and a quarter of a cup of
Β 7.
A man who is in perfnct health, so he with liis face held close to an empty
Meanwater, and cook till it threads.
Κ
L
D
while maah a pint of berries, and cook can do an honest day's work when nec- wall. "What on earth are you assumΗ
soft with half a cup of sugar; set this to essary, has much for which he should be ing that attitude for?" be asked.
V
Β
Β
cool, and beat stiff the white* of two thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgera of Branch"To look lu the glass." was the reΒ
writes that he waa not only
eggs, and into it slowly pour the syrup, ton, Pa.,
ply.
β β.
Β
Α
Κ
Τ
5. Κ
unable
to
but
he
couldn't
work,
stoop
beating all the time until it is cold; then
"But there's no glass there." laughover to tie his own ahoea.
Six bottle·
No. 131.—An Aviary: 1. Phoebe bird. fold in the strawberry pulp, which must
man ed the acquaintance.
of
made
a
new
Cure
a
of
Foley's
last
Kidney
and
pint
whipped
2. Secretary bird. 3. Yellow hammer. be cold,
"Bless you! I didn't notice that becream.
Tut all into a pail or mould, and of him. He says, "Success to Foley's
4. Woodcock. 5. Craue. 0. Lyre bird.
Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtleff A Co. fore." said Burrowes, and then calling
bury in ice and salt for four hours.
7. Knot.
his servant he asked him what had beSTRAWBERRY ICE CREAM.
view on co-education," he «aid, come of the mirror.
W. R. Ward, of Dyeraburg, Tenn.,
"My
Scald a pint of thin cream with a cup firmly, "is that It abould be forbidden.
"\Vby. sir." said the man. "It wa«
writes: "This is to certify that I have
a
It is deleterious to mental development. broken six weeks ago."
used Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for of sugar, but do not boil, it. Maah
chronic constipation, and it has proven, large cupful of berries very smooth, add It leads to"—
and when the cream
without a doubt, to be a thorough, half a cup of sugar,
"John," said bis wife, entering unexA French Joke.
cooled and well beaten mix the
pectedly, "are yon telling Mr. Smith of
practical remedy for this trouble, and it has been
freeze.
oool
and
Hon· is a French joke that is rather
the dear old days when we were college
is with pleasure I offer my conscientious two;
Kn^llsh in character: The Marquis de
cUsRtnates?"
reference." F. A Sbnrtleff A Co.
SHORTCAKE WITH ICE CREAK.
Fa ν le res. notorious for his iinpecuni·
"T—yes," said John.
in
a round
cake
13ake
a
do
I
sponge
himself)—How
large
Freddy (priding
you
osity. called on a man of means namlike my suit? Perfect fit, isn't it?
tin, and while warm cut off the top and The medicine that seta the whole world ed Barnard and
said:
Gwen—Worse than that—it's a convul· | take out most of the inside crumb;
thinking,
"Monsieur. I am going to atftonish
when perfectly cold All this centre with
sioo.
The remedy on which all doctora
you. I am tbe Marquis de Favieres. I
a plain white ice
cream, replace the
agree,
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
cover, and put powdored sugar and ber- The prescription all your friends are do not know you. and I come to borrow 500 louis."
top and a ring of berries
taking is
Healthy kidneye filter the impurities ries over the
the
"Monsieur." Barnard replied. "I am
edge; in cutting slice
Holster's Rocky Mountain Tea.
from the blood, and unleea they do thia around
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.; O. D. Stevens.
going to astonish yon ranch more. I
good health is impossible. Foley'* Kid- through.
know you, and I am going to lend
and will
ney Cure makes sound
STRAWBERRY ICE.
"Do you like insincere people?"
them."— Lipplucott's Magazine.
positively cure all forma of kidney and
of
two
water
and
a
Boil
cups
quart
answered
Miss
bladder disease
It atrengthena the
Cayenne,
"Frankly,"
and a half of sugar for ten minutes; "I mnataay I do. Whenever any one
whole ayatem. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Btrain, and add a cup and a half of tells me ahe la going to speak straightetrained strawberry juice; freeze very forwardly as a friend, I know I am
Bnmpua—Give me a pair of lady'a solid.
going to hear something disagreeable."

Planing, Sewing
W.

FROZEN

2.

Β

ζ

Also Window & Door Frames.

C.

fill custard cups with bits of
sponge cake. Make a rich custard with
a pint of milk, the yolks of four eggs,
and a heaping tablespoonful of sugar.
Flavor it very slightly with almond or
vanilla, and add half a cup of finely
chopped almonds. Put a few small berries on the cake, pour over the warm custard, and let all grow cold; then add a
large spoonful of whipped cream to each,
and a few berries. Stand the cups on a
platter, and surround with strawberry
leaves and some large berries.

Charade: Con. cent, ray.
No. 127.
shun—concentration.
No. 128.—Addition: Hop, chop.
No. 129.—A Climber: Cypress.
No. 130.—Geographical Cube:
R

CUSTARDS.

Dalf

Douglas WiRgln.

ll«iuld taken Internally, S time· dally, and
Shopman—What size?
Burapus—Oh, no matter. They're for
! Will rural·* DOORS wt WINDOWS of any doe· not contain any morphia, opium or other
so-call "pain deadener·." It is good for Rheu- my wife, and she won't be pleaaed anyMu or Stylo «I reasonable prioee.
matism In any form. Sciatica, Muscular, Inflam- way.
matory and ArtlcuUr Rheumatism all yield
If you will make inquiry it will be a
readily to Vrlc-O. Write the maker· of the remedy and they can toll you of many wonderful revelation to yon bow many anocumb to
I
cur·· that Vrlc-O baa made right here la your
kidney or liver troubles in one form or
If In want of aay Uni of Vtalah for laalde or
»wa town.
Pine Lue
uiother. If the patient ia not beyond
Outafcte work, (end ta your onion
bor tail Sblngle* on band Cheap fur Cub.
It aelia for 75c. and $1.00 the bottle or you can medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
»Maln a trial bottle tree by wri lng to The Smith sure.
It never
disappoints. F. ▲.
and Job Work. Drag Co., Syracuse, N. Y. Cric-O la «old and Shurtleff Λ Co.
South
recommended by Γ. A. Shurilef à Co.,
Parte and West earl·, Maine.
Dorothy—I call Charlie Adama awMatched Hard Wood floor Board· tor sale.
I·

STRAWHKRRY

she says nethiug."
No. 126.—Famous Writers: 1. Helen
Hunt Jackson. 2. John Greenleaf Whit4. Kate
3. Charles Dickeus.
tier.

1. A

him homesick.

cream.

ticket» via this Company'*
on sale at all principal
railroad stations.
are

about it.
Public sentiment has forced liie government
of the United States to pass a law compelling

first; yet. strangely enot'gh, one man
who thus disrated himself hus since
obtained the Uoyal lluimtue society's
medal for saving life at sea, thrice vol·
Ill

$1.95.

not looking for any concentrated essence of wisdom boiled down and given lo them in capsule
form.
They want to figure out for themselves
what is right, and what is wrong, and what to do

which we promptly heaved overboard.
Some meii become quite punk' strickI've seea strong men, probably
en.
brave emin^li in other cuses, tightiu,;
fiercely fur the life buoys and thrust
ing the women and children aside in
frantic endeavors to leup into tlie l»oat

!■»«·

Receiver's Sale.

Through

steamers

SON,

The Receiver's Sale of the property of
The Linen Manufacturing Co.. notice of
postponement of which was published jQ
the Oxford Democrat in the issue of
Feb. 5, 1907, and eubsiqurnt issues, and
which, by order of court, was postponed
to May 29, 1907, at 12 o'clock. n<H>n, of
which due notice wax giveu in M.iid Οχ.
ford Democrat, has beeu further postD.
poned by order of court to July 1,
1007, at 12 o'clock, noon, and unlew
otherwise ordered by the court, I »hall
sell, at the mill of Maid The l.iueo
Manufacturing Co., at Snow's Falls id
Parle, in the County of Oxford, on eaid
first day of July, Α. D. 1!*j7, at l*
o'clock, noon, to the highest bidder,
under the conditions of said notice published February ft. 11MJ7. all the property
of The Liuen Manufacturing ( ««. described in said notice of February Γι,
1907, and in the notices therein referred

8 P. u., for Boston.

wants to do his and her own

writer.
Women cry. faint and cling to each
other, but arc leust trouble. Men ofteu
1 remember one
act very strangely.
n:uu throwiug into the lifeboat u heavy
trunk which he wanted to save, but

Cffi'll

SOUTH PARIS.

Steamers leave Franklin Wbarf, Portland, week days at 7 P. mm Sundays at

and age of enlightened, intelligent inquiry
after facts.
Each man and each woman now-a-days

a

VA W.iECKS AT SEA.

—

—

Fare Portland to Boston

know" about everything.
We do not say that the public has grown
skeptical—quite the contrary. We believe it is

People

Tribune.

Il

A. W. WALKER &

Portland Division.

age of inquiry. Not since the
time of the Civil War has there been so much
agitation in the minds of the people on various

This is

—

·η»««·.!...r ..·Ι»]|

Joy.

on

Always Has Been

those things."
"No. no!" exclaimed Johnny. "You
dear old spider! I wouldn't harm you
for all the world. You must stay here
with nie always, and I shall always bo
your friend, as you have been mine."
So they shook bunds and were happy
all the rest of their days.
Chicago

■

C.

Sulky Plows.

Every Rexal! Formula Is
Public Property—And

"Oh, yes. you'd better kill me, .as
you said you would, because then I will
not have to sit up ull night and tight

LUNGS.
"Several years since my lungs were so
badly affected that I had many hemorrhages," writea A. M. Ake, of Wood,
Ind. "I took treatment with several
physicians without any benefit. I then
started to take Foley's Honey and Tar,
and my lunge are now aa sound as a bullet
I recommend it in advanced stage*
of lung trouble." Foley's Honey and
STBAWBKBBY TAPIOCA.
The Limit.
Tar stops the cough and heal* the lung·,
Cover a oup of tapioca with aι quart of and prevent* eerlou* reeult* from a cold.
Pat—What be yer charge for a fuboiler
It
In
a
double
and
cook
cold
Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtlef! &
water,
neral notice In yer paper?
till clear. Mash a pint of bernes, rub Co.
Editor-Fifty cents an Inch.
a sieve, and add a cup of
Good heavens! An' me poor them through
I'at
Gunnor—So you took Harker up on
sugar: put these with the tapioca, mix
brother was six feet high.
well, take from the fire and cool; when Mount Vesuvius? AVasn't be awed by
nearly cold pour over all a quart of bull- the noiee and the clouds of dual?
Guyer—Not at all. He aaid it made
Key to the Puzzler.
ed, sweetened berries. Serve with

Henry

Disk Harrows,

Eastern Sleamstiip Company.

Dr. True's Elixir is *old by druggists everywhere at 35c, 50c, and fi.ooa bottle. An interinstructive booklet entitled "Children
estingand
and THftr Disrases" will be sent free to ail who
addressing Dr. J. V.
apply for it, by simplyMa.
We have a special
True A. Co., Aabnru,
for
tape·worm. Send for free book.
treatment

me."

THE

yours,

Mrs.

green eyed"—
"Hold on!" cried Johnny. "Hold on!
You mustn't leave
You mustn't go.

asleep

Sincerely

without it now."

you tomorrow-

night.
"Saturday morning when you

opened

prayer."

YOU DO JOB
JOHNNY.

nnd perched

would be

^thought

you.

DO

on the foot of your
He had horrid green eyes and
long claws all covered with sharp
spikes, and his Jaws were filled with
teeth as sharp as needles. He said he
was going to bite a piece off the end of
your nose. I killed him and ate him.
"Night before last when you wore
asleep a long earwig crawled down the
wall und Jumped on your pillow. He
had 10.000 legs thut wriggled all the
time, and he had a stinger in bis tail
and eyes that rolled round and round.
He said he was going to crawl into
your hair und go to sleep. I killed him
nnd ate him, but he said that he had
two cousins from the country who

β

which during the summer does not seem
to have life enough to produce the magnificent waxy flowera which are often aa
much aa five inchea acroaa. A cactus
much larger than this—the barrel cactus-hae a very email and
bloom, while the tiniest of all, a low,

Soak half a box of granulated gelatine
in four tablespoonfuls of water; when
Child'· Simple Faith.
soft, add a pint of boiling water, a cup
No. 136.—Transpositions.
of sugar, and the juice of two lemon»;
A friend told this story from real life
Put on your ·····, little mnld,
*··
•strain and cool, and when cold fold In recently, writea Rev. C. B.
To feed the chickens. Take a
·'· dish oC some kind. Then you can
the beaten whites of two eggs. I ut
"A wild storm waa raging around a
··· ·· the dlsli.
They're not afraid
this mixture Into a mould to set, and prairie home one night. The windows
food.
for
their
will
come
running
And
turn It out when set, decorating it with were blown in and no lights could be
They all seem of one size, so far.···
strawberries all around the edge.
kept burning. It waa only with difficulty
As one may say, they're now at
··
that the doors could be braceu
every count, they're all so good.
STBAWBBBBY BAVARIAN CBBAM.
the blaat. The father was absent from
Mash a quart of berries, add a cup of
home, and the mother, grandmother and
No. 137.—-Hidden Word.
this
well
!let
and
stir
;
powdered
sugar,
three children sat in the darkness in a
I've written to tiikee the whole up
Soak half a box of room on the sheltered side of the house,
stand
two
hours.
To come and o.ve two threb youi
gelatine In half a cup of *ater. and fearing that at any moment the house
chair.
he
Yet you κοιη. if you think the two soon when soft melt it until smooth over
might be swept from the foundations by
steam of a kettle; put this In the berries, the force of the wind.
will be fixed.
is
fair.
lf
and stir again. As It begins to set, fold
He'll not thhke till the weather
"Suddenly 11-year-old Walter was
in a pint of stiffly whipped cream, and missed. He had been
a whisholding
When
It
mould.
firm, pered conversation with hie grandmother
put Into a plain
No. 138.—Familiar 8imiles.
berand
turn
large.
out, pile lady fingers
IJumbles.]
only a few momenta before Frantic
ries all around, and on top put a layer with
1. As GTSOKN as a ROUSE.
fear, the mother called him at the
of whipped cream and berries.
top of her voice and, receiving no reply,
2. As TSIWF as the DWIN.
started to grope her way
STBAWBBBBY SHOBTCAKE.
3. As LOCO as a REBUCMUC.
darkness and confusion of the houae to
The simplest form of this cake Is made
4. As I>OBL as a NOLI.
if possible, the missing boy.
fresh
rich,
baking-powder find,
by splitting
"She found him In his room-sound
biscuits,
lightly
buttering
No. 139.—Ages and Ag··.
And when she asked how he
putting a layer of berrlee Inside, withι a asleep!
1. An age connected with birds.
could go to sleep when they were all in
few on top.
Or bake one layer of bishe almply replied:
2. An age connected with vegetables. cuit
dough, and split It while warm ; put danger,
«
3. An age connected with trees.
«Why, mamma, grandma told me
on plenty of butter In little lumps, then
God would take care of ua, and
4. An age connected with ships.
a thick layer of berries with sugar, then
I might as well go to bed again.
5. An age connected with meat.
the upper layer of crust, with sugar and
berries over this; serve both these with
β. An age connected with Journeys.
Victim (on operating table)—Now
cream.
7. An age connected with Indians.
look here, surgeon, I want a clergyman
Another form Is the usua one, bake before vou
begin on me.
two layers of cake; put beirles between,
"A Word to th· Wise."
Surgeon—My man, there's no need of
on top a covering of whipped cream,
and
it. You'll come through this all right.
Little owlet In the glen,
with large berries as a decoration.
witn
"But I want to be
I'm ashamed of
You are ungranuiiatical
In H|>cuklng us you do.

cy of the country
which drawn.

dered liver.
Dr. True's Elixir is used atad endorsed by
physicians and hospitals all over the country.
Read what Mrs. Joy says of Dr. True's Elixir:—

eac^.half',.a".

by Imp. Oslrus.
4th Jam Lady Ketch urn
Dam of La OttcaleMa J r29 3-4.
by Warrior.
5th ilam Madam Loomer
Dam of Dick Loomer 2 32 1-2, sire of Klaetlc S tan· h 2 24.

Terms

<The

Oil.

the world in the curren-

has been In constant use for more than half a
century. Even though no worms maybe present,
Dr. True's Kllxlr prevents theii growth ami Is
an invaluable remedy for the relief of stoinoc'i
ills. Its marvelous tonic qualities brings back
a feeble and Impaired digestion; purifies and
enriches the bloot ; quickly regulates a disor-

Centre Abincton, Mass.
Dr. True:—"I wish to inform you of the
success I have had in using one bottle of
and
your Elixir. I gave it to my children,
after the third dose one of them passed a
long round worm. I also wish to say it is
one of the safest and best medicines to have
I would not be
in the house for children.

C} Under

Spreaders,

Manure

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
THE OLD FAMILY REMEDY

blo"°®e,UD«,"

_

Mambrlno Patchen 58
Sire of 25; dam· of 152.
Belle Thornton.

M imbrlno Kin* 1279
Sire of 69; darns of 85 InAbbot
Tbe
lnclu<lloK
2ΛΒ 14; Shadow Chime·
2SJ5; The Monk 2 05 3 4.
Toilet
Dam of Geyser Boy 2.ΊΜ 1-4,
etc.

secrets of thi* vale of Hlnnom.
Moat beautiful, and most plenty of
course, of all these plants that bloom on
the deeert are cacti, and the rapid J
with which their dry and apparently
withered stalks put out
the touch of the rain· is wonderful. The
life of any of the cacti is the personification of death and resurrection-and a·
they come Into fulleet bloom on or about
Easter, the whole deeert, aa far a· the
eye can
reach, aeerae like one vast
cathedral arched with turquoise. floored
with emerald and gayly garbed in giant

against

BLACK COLT. TROTTER. FOALED JUNE 25, 1902. BRED BY C. J.
and HARRY HAMLIN, EAST AURORA, Ν. Y.
Direct 24113

tootd*J

begi^g

each and a little

Norway National Bank

ProfeMor Blanchard of the Preach Academy
»f Medicine haa (pent a treat amount of time
Ia
itndying that dread disease—Appwadlattt·.
company with Professor Metchnlkoff, he haa
both
and
numerous
cases,
examined
carefully
bare reached the conclusion that the cure is not
the knife. In more than forty case· the symptoms of Appendicitis disappeared after the
patients had been treated for worms.
There are, no doubt, many persons suffer!ηf
from worms who are erroneously attributing
their tronbie to some other cause. ▲ few doses
of Dr. True's Elixir we sufficient in most cases
for the complete expulsion of the worms.
The presenceof these parasites is easily recognized by the following symptoms Indigestion;
foul tongue; offensive breath ; variable appetite;
hard and full belly with occasional griping* and
painsabouttbe navel; heavy, dull eyes; Itching
of the nose; short dry cough; grinding of the
teeth; starting during steep; slow and frequent
fever;in children—convulsions and bed wetting
the
Dr. True'· Elixir will not only expel
as
worms, but will build up the whole system
rcll.

nejer

Record 2.26.

Gasoline

THE SIMPLE REMEDY
ΓΗΑΤ EFFECTS THE CURE

p^l

So

by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.

2.12 3-4
.J 14 1 4
2.14 3-4
And 46 other· tn
AND OF THE
2.U6&-4
2 «9 3-4
2.11 1-2
Δη·1&2 other· In

Bell Hamlin
War! well
Globe

Think, II you will, of a long, low, Taller lying between two lofty range· of
barren mountain·—» white, gli'Unlng
STBAWBBBBY salad ho. 1.
Mk for η mt.er.bl· deewt
"What are you going to do?" asked
the spider as Johnny crept up toward
Fill small cap· with atrawberrie· cut whole overlaid with » thiok b wk
into halves. Ha*e reedy μ®· *er® 5f wind .nd Mod and ashe· from the bis web.
and fill the cap·. Let the lead crater* tb»t frlnge lU
"I'm going to Ull yon," answered
learned afterward that be had been orange jelly.
iellv «et, and torn It out on lettuce 'eav®· til the heat »nd horrid fame»
Johnny.
hurt by falling In a 2-3-4-5-6-7-8 bush
of
Deatn
idea
have
.one
and
a»,
you
and coyer with French dressing mside
"Oh, it's Just as well, I guess," said
while trying to 1-2-8-4-5-67-8 over some with lemon
juice Instead of vinegar. ralley in anmmer.
of doing everyWaih theee mountain· clew with the spider. "I'm tired
rock*.
For the jelly, dissolve a level Ubleepoon·
do nothfui of gelatine in a little cold water; add three month· of almoet continual cloud- thing for you and having you
done
t he
No. 133.—Travelers' Acroetio.
a tables poonful of sugar and a pint of burst· and rain, rim In their feet wi
ing for me, so I might as well be
hot water with the juice of a large irbole edge of ti>e valley with»
with It."
fu.h and green as anythat ever "What do you do for me?" asked
orange, and stir till smooth; color with grasses,
Slerran clenga,
strawberry jnloe, «train, and use.
Johnny In surprise.
Another way of arranging this salad is white wMte with green bunchM of m»"When you were asleep last night a
with
iuite
all
bloMom·,
myriad
to put the fruit and jelly In a circle
aglow
big black beetle flew into your
with
great,
oooled
.drl.tlc
arch
»n
over
all
.ky,
mould,.and turn this out on a round
h.ve
.nd
of
balmiest
the
you
breeze·,
platter with the lettuce In the centre;
Death valley .t the
pass a mayonnaise dressing mixed with pictured
Df .prlng. On the faoe of the green
half a cup of whipped cream.
earth lies no more terrible bit of wor,d
BTBAWBEBBY SALAD HO. 2.
In summer, no more beautiful one in
Still another salad is made by putting
over the grave· of
very large hulled berries Into lettuce
leaves shaped like cupe, with French and deeert tramp, teamater and lonely
and
wltn
over
them,
dressing poured
proepector-who have lain down to rlae
heartkss skies,
cream cheese balls arranged all aroand
more beneath IU
the edge of the flat dish.
elow· the most beautiful carnet· of wild
dowers to be found In this bloom-famed
STBAWBBBBY TABTLBT8.
land of Cllfornla. Not half the plant*
Line small patty pans with rich, thin of Death
valley are known
nie crust, and put on an edge, so they
tl*ts; mo.t of tho*e
will be rather deep. Bake these, and little more than namee, and will
be
when cold fill them with hulled berries more until the
arm of the rail
with a spoonful of powdered sugar on road «hail have prying
the
of
»ome
bare
laid
Strawberry Recipe*.

'^And

JEWEL.
LORD MARCH
DIAMOND KINO p)
POINT DEXTER

/to Aolipal Story For
utti· Poik·

ITS ΗΑ.Μ»

AS

looded

Sired by Dake Devil, by M.vmbki.no Klno, "The Handsomest
Horse in the World." Dam Jewel.

DAM OF

AWTOt.
implies.

COLO**, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Part, *·

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player^Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are «old for just as low
No. 132.—Progressiva Enigma.
Also I have
instrument.
money as they can be sold for the quality of the
I saw the aged naturalist 4-5-6-7-8
Prices
hand.
on
stock
A
always
several medium grade pianos.
large
along and knew that be was out for a
in day's 3-4-5-6-7-8 In tbe country. I
interest
and
will
and
we
for
you
Send
terms
try
catalogue
low,
easy.

the best

Ιβ SOT SO

IT

are

CAUSE AND CURE
Johnny and the Spider OF APPENDICITIS

Beautiful Death Valley.

homsmakers column.

SOUTH PARIS.

VOTICK.

the l'Utile: '"ot.rt of the Unite·! state for ti.s
Dlstrl-tof Maine. In Bnnkruptc)
In the matter of
)
In Rankruptcy.
DAVID I'.AKKR,
of Mexico, Bankrupt )
To the creditors of Davnl Raker. In the
'ounty of '»*ford ami district afore«aH
Notice Is hereby given that on t'e *th day of
rune, A. I). 1907, the sal·! Davll Raker
ran duly a ijudlcated bankrupt. sn<l that the tlrst
nectlng of his creditor» will Iks held at the otU'-e
>'the Referee, No. 8 Market S<j ua e, "outli l'arl»,
>n itoe 2»ith day of .lune, A. D. WT. at I·» o'rloek
η the forenoon, at which time the «aid creditors
η

j

nar attend, prove their claims, appoint
rtntee. examine tbe bankrupt, and transact
uch other bu-lness aa ntav properly eome beonisatd mecUng.
South Parts, June 10. 1907
WALTER L. GRAY,
K«ftrn< tn Rsnkrui't'r.
s

Market

Square Building Association.
Annual

The annual

Meeting.

meeting

of tbe

atockhold-

, rs of Market Square HuildiuK AssociaI Ion will bo held at tbe South J'ari» SavBank on
2, 1WU7, at

ngu
:3U P. m.

Tuesday, July

GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Clerk and Treasurer.

; lodol Dyspepsia Cur·
4-S6

Dlatto «hat

y mi eat

